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The Bridgewater College Catalog is a multi-purpose bulletin. Because it
serves as an official record of the College, it describes the courses of study, explains the rules and regulations, states the cost of attendance, contains registers of
the administration and faculty, and suggests the spirit that pervades the campus.
The catalog, therefore, serves as a reference to faculty and students and also
U an introduction to prospective students and their families and friends. The
Table of Contents gives the major divisions of the catalog; the Index at the
back of the book helps locate specific information of interest.
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PROSPECTIVE BRIDGEWATER STUDENT:

you will need to make one of the most important decisions to be

~y in life-you must decide which college you want to attend.

t now, you are entering one of the most important stages of your life.
ve a deep sensitivity to what is going on about you. Your concernown life, for others, for the world-runs extremely deep. The people
the things you learn, the things you do-all have incredible influences
later life.
dgewater College, as a small, coeducational, liberal arts college, offers
kind of education which contributes to the development of the whole
It bas a strong faculty, an excellent array of courses, and a good physt. It has a tradition of sound scholarship and a Christian concern for
study and work within its walls.

reading this catalog, do not just try to understand what Bridgewater is,
to understand what it is in relation to what you want. Is the academic
the program that will stimulate and develop your intellect? Are the
·cular activities those that will build your character and feed your inner
Are the religious emphases such that you will feel free to enter into
about your deepest spiritual struggles? Are you looking for a college
there is warmth and friendliness as well as intellectual stimulation?
e experience you are about to begin is not an experience. It is your
We hope that you will consider making Bridgewater College your

?k.~

r

r~
WAYNEF. GEISERT

President

t V. Ulrich, Dean
College, confers with
nt Wayne F. Geiser!
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A LIBERAL
ARTS COLLEGE

ollege that seeks to be an academic community with a distinctively
osphere and with a wholesome balance of learning, service, and
~ ~gewater endeavors to provide group living experiences in which
.. J~al is treated wit?- respect, there i~ mutual ~o1:1~ern an~ support, and
becomes increasmgly aware of his respons1b1hty to his fell ow men,
fll'S°Dnd far. A college of liberal arts, Bridgewater strives to provide for
~tintellectual exp~rienc.e as well as f~r pr~fici.enc~ in specific subj~ct
Broadly speaking, its pnmary . ~cadem1c ob1ectlve 1s . a comprehensive
of. the social science~, ~he humamt1es, and the natural sciences rather than
or vocational trammg.
'dgewater is concerned,_ ~o~ever, wit~ givi~g its graduates a _long head
their vocational work; it is mterested m their general occupational comand success; and it intends them to become both humane and proficient
en, doctors, engineers, clergymen, scientists, teachers, or lawyers. But,
al it leaves the specific training needed for these vocations to the graduoi' of business, the medical school, the engineering school, the seminary,
university. It concentrates on developing the total personality so that
ent who goes on to technical or professional school, or the one who
ectly from undergraduate work into education, business, or industry, will
able to participate in adult life with elasticity of mind and judgment, with
tion in dealing with unexpected emergencies, with disciplined taste and
ot, and with a sharpened ability to reason. This concentration on the
sooality-this emphasis on general education-is what differentiates the
arts college from technical and professional schools.
1 ate

ncentrating on the total personality is not a meaningless phrase. A
education-the education Bridgewater strives to give-aims to help a
t gain as complete an understanding of himself as knowledge makes posA recognition of one's capabilities and limitations is the beginning of wisA college of liberal learning devotes itself to helping a student find out
thinks, what he feels, why he acts, and who he really is. It dedicates
enabling him to discover his own identity.
'eat Bridgewater College can become a journey of exploration and disto the student who commits himself unreservedly to the process of a
education. In an age of rapid social and scientific change, it is more
ant than ever that education should invite students to develop an appreciaof the complex relationships which relate man to man and men to God.
ing that religion can be the integrating force in the lives of men and
n, Bridgewater emphasizes the freedom and obligation of each individual
elop his personal faith and to find his place in the world. In the library,
classroom, the laboratory; in his room, in the lounge, or on the playing field,
student may discover the orientation for his life.
7

B'dgewater was established in 1880 as Spring Creek Normal and Col-

~stitute by Daniel Christian Flory, an alumnus of the University of Vird a young progressive leader in the Church of the Brethren which

an ized in Schwarzenau, Germany, in 1708 by Alexander Mack. Nine
~r the school was named Bridgewater College and chartered by the

nwealth of Virginia to grant undergraduate degrees. Bridgewater con-

'ts first bachelor of arts degrees on June 1, 1891, thereby becoming the

/the colleges having historic associations with the Church of the Brethren
0
pit degrees.
'lbe founding fathers wisely conceived of and organized Bridgewater as a
tial college because they realized that students learn from one another
as from the faculty. They felt that the conversation of all the students
be a series of lectures to each. They knew that students from widely
t places, holding varied views and opinions, would have much to gento adjust, to eliminate, and many inter-relationships to be refined in
together over a period of four years. They surmised that successive
bodies would develop a self-perpetuating tradition which would be
· nal in itself.
Two major influences, the University of Virginia and the Church of the
n, have shaped Bridgewater as an educational institution and created
onality. Its historic association with the Church of the Brethren, its
Georgian architecture, its Honor Code, and its seal on which is
truth, beauty, goodness, and harmony bear testimony to the strength
two shaping influences.
ides Daniel Christian Flory, its first two presidents, three of its four
'c deans, and many of its strong teachers were educated at Virginia,
Jefferson's university. Two of these men, John S. Flory, Sr., the secsident of Bridgewater and one of its most influential teachers, and
. Wayland, one of its distinguished teachers who is noted as the historian
Shenandoah Valley, became charter members of the Raven Society, an
society organized there in 1904. While students at Virginia, all these
bibed Jefferson's ideals of freedom of thought and expression, of rugged
alism, and of quality education and carried them to and established
t Bridgewater. Succeeding generations of faculty members and students
alously guarded these ideals.
e Church of the Brethren, a pietistic and pacifistic Christian body with
Bridgewater has been associated since its founding, had as a part of its
a recognition of the supreme right of every person-regardless of race,
s, or clan-to the full development of his powers. As a result, Bridgebecame the first coeducational liberal arts college in Virginia and one of
accredited colleges of its type in the South which was not greatly
ed by the Supreme Court's desegregation decision of 1954. Bridgewater's

9

BRIDGEWATER,
PAST AND
PRESENT

heritage and institutional idealism has determined that its educaf al
should emphasize ethical and spiritual values. This emphasis on~~
discerned in the course offerings in religion, in the convocation a ues
an inclination to think well of people, in the stress placed on i~ro
character, and in a strong social consciousness.
ner-

JI

I
I

Daleville College at Daleville, Virginia, was consolidated with B .d
in 1923. Blue Ridge College at New Windsor, Maryland, was affit
Bridgewater in 1930. In 1944 the Blue Ridge College plant was s~~~ed
Church of the Brethren Service Committee. After all legal debts of Bl to
had been liquidated, its remaining assets of $44,861 were transferred tu~ .
water as a scholarship fund for qualified Brethren youth from Maryl:nd
consolidation of Daleville with Bridgewater in 1923 and the sale of Blu ·
with the transfer of its assets to Bridgewater in 1944 transformed Bride
from a small local college into a regional institution of higher learningge.
t~rritory e~tending from the north~rn boundary of ~a~yl.and to the
tip of Flonda and from the Atlantic Ocean to the M1ss1ss1ppi River. Thia
largement of Bridgewater's territory and constituency was achieved t
the educational statesmanship of Paul H. Bowman, who was then presi

so:

To further stimulate scholarship on the campus and to enrich the cul
life of the student body, Bridgewater became a member of the University
ter in Virginia in 1960 and a participant in a cooperative program of u
graduate study abroad in 1962. Membership in the University Center b
such recognized visiting scholars to the campus as Samuel Adler, Professor
Chairman of the Composition Department, Eastman School of Music of
University of Rochester; Dore Ashton, Professor of Art History, The Co
Union; Ramachandra B. Magal, Program Officer for the U.S. Educational p
dation in India; and Langdon Gilkey, Professor of Theology, University
Chicago Divinity School. The undergraduate study abroad program makes
possible for a select group of students to spend their junior years at Phiii
Universitat, Marburg/Lahn, Germany; at the Institut d'Etudes Franc·
Modernes of the University of Strasbourg, Strasbourg, France; or at the Uni
sity of Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain.
Bridgewater has a student body of approximately 800 men and wo
from 24 states and several foreign countries who represent many races
creeds. The College offers the Bachelor of Arts Degree in 24 major fields
Coll
the Bachelor of Science Degree in 14 major fields. Electing to keep its enroU.
ment small, Bridgewater maintains a faculty-student ratio of 1: 15, thus insurq h
that the College knows its students one by one.
Co~
Bridgewater insists that its teachers be not only proficient and inspirinc
disseminators of knowledge, but that they also be creators of it. Faculty members do research, read papers before learned societies, and publish books
articles. This emphasis on the search for knowledge has encouraged studeolo
faculty research and has developed a challenging honors program.

al
App

mciati~
Ame

These generalizations are supported by academic facts. Each year mOlll~
than one-third of the graduating class enters graduate and professional scbooa agm8
The Tritten report issued in 1968 by the National Academy of Scienc«t ~~w
National Research Council, Washington, D. C., reports that in terms of nwt msis

10
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raduates who later

e~rned

doctorates in the arts, humanities, pu.re

of g nd social sciences, Bndgewater College ranked at the 37th percentile
~e nation's 1,297 undergraduate degree-granting institutions (of all
~

r the period between 1920 and 1966. Since the percentile ranking was

~asis of numbe~s wit~out regard to size of in~titution, it is obvious that

ortion to its size Bndgewater ranks very high among undergraduate
'ons. The Bridgewater characteristic of being an outstanding underte source of persons who later earn advanced degrees is not a new one but
a long-standing one. For example, according to a study reported in the
of Southern Research, January-February issue, 1954, Bridgewater Colranked fifth among Southern colleges and universities on the basis of the
ber of their graduates who later earned advanced degrees in the sciences.
Over the years, Bridgewater graduates have regularly received fellowships
assistantships for graduate and professional study from outstanding uni. 'es of the country. Bridgewater scholars have received Fulbright, WoodWilson, National Science Foundation, Root Tilden, and Rockefeller TheoFellowships.

Acceptance by its peers in the field of education is the desire of every
ool. Bridgewater was accredited in 1925 by the Southern Association of
Colleges and Schools and has been a member in good standing ever since. It
alsoaccredited by the State Board of Education of Virginia and offers a StateApproved Program of teacher education. Bridgewater is a member of the Association of American Colleges, the Association of Virginia Colleges, and the
American Council on Education.
·
Bridgewater has had an honorable history, spanning nearly a century. It
true to the Jeffersonian and Brethren ideals of the founders by encouroli lling freedom of thought, by pioneering in co-education and integration, by
rowing and developing to meet the changing needs of the passing years, by
ms~ting on high scholastic standards, and by educating good and useful citizens.
Oll ~ been
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'dgewater College is located in the Shenandoah Valley, a scenic and
r:egion in Virginia. The Allegheny Mountains to the west and the
'dge chain to the east are both visible from the campus. Old Stone and
ereek Presbyterian Churches; the Cross Keys and Piedmont Civil War
Ids· and Natural Chimneys, an interesting geological phenomenon, are
~iles off the campus. Many houses in the Town of Bridgewater are
ars old or older.
tuated in such a beautiful and historic setting, the Bridgewater campus
ses 35 acres and a complex of buildings of different periods and styles of
ture. The buildings are surrounded by lawns and trees and joined to
other by walks. The campus has a friendly atmosphere and a distinctive
and personality.

CAMPUS
SETTING
AND
FACILITIES

:ew

The rooms in all the residence halls are provided with single beds, matdressers, chairs, tables, bookshelves, window shades, and electric bulbs.
ts provide linens, bedding, pillows, curtains, table lamps, rugs, and other
ings desirable to make the rooms more attractive and comfortable.

Blue Ridge Hall, a resident hall for 106 women, was erected in 1949. The
of the hall honors Blue Ridge College of New Windsor, Maryland, which
·continued in 1944.
Daleville Hall, another resident hall for women, houses 105 students, towith a director of residence. It was built in 1962-63. The name of the
honors Daleville College of Daleville, Virginia, a Church of the Brethren
e, which was consolidated with Bridgewater in 1923.
Rebecca Hall, erected in 1928-29 as a women's residence and dining hall,
completely renovated in 1969, now houses offices and studios of the art
ent, other faculty offices, the home economics apartments, and a lecture
-auditorium for 200 persons. The building is named in honor of Mrs.
ca Driver Cline, wife of Benjamin Cline of North River, Virginia, who
ted $10,000 to help pay for its construction.
Dillon Hall, erected in 1965-66, houses 168 women and a director of resi. The name of the hall honors J. B. Dillon who was a trustee of Bridgefor 26 years; his brother, W. D. Dillon, a benefactor of the College and
father, John Henry Dillon, who was a leader in the Church of the Brethren.
Yount Hall, constructed in 1905, was extensively remodeled in 1977 to
'de offices for the Admissions staff, the Director of Financial Aids, the
dinator of Career Planning, and of faculty offices and classrooms. Its name
emorates the valued services of Walter B. Yount, Bridgewater's first presi, and also the services of his gifted mother, Mrs. Margaret C. Yount.
Heritage Hall, erected in 1963-64, accommodates 170 men and contains an
ent for the director of residence, reception rooms, and recreation rooms.
hall is named in honor of Allen B. Bicknell, Newton D. Cool, Frederick D.
, John S. Flory, Mattie V. Glick, J. Maurice Henry, Minor C. Miller,
13

Residence
Halls

Residence
Halls
(Cont.)
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I

I

A. Ray Showalter, C. E. Shull, and Marshall R. Wolfe, who gave the b
of their life to the College.
est

Wardo Hall, a residence for 70 men, was erected in 1910. The build'
been modernized several times. The rooms are ample in size, well light ll1I
properly ventilated. The historical records of the College contain ed,
concerning the significance of the name Wardo. The College offices for dn
ment, alumni affairs, church relations, and public information are loca~•••!CllJI
the lower level.
eel
Wright Hall, erected in 1958-59, accommodates 141 men and c
apartments for three residence ball directors, reception rooms, and rec~
rooms. The name of the hall honors the brothers Frank J. and Chari
Wright. ~r. Frank J. Wright, a disting~ished geologist, was the first aca:
dean at Bndgewater. Dr. Charles C. Wnght served the College thirty-nine
as professor of economics and one year as acting president. From 1924
1946, he was both professor of economics and academic dean. In 1924
brother Frank became professor of geology at Dennison University.
'

~

~

1'

Educational
and
Recreational
Facilities

Bowman Hall, erected in 1953, houses the natural and social science
sions. The name Bowman Hall honors Samuel M. Bowman, Paul H. Bo
and Warren D. Bowman. Samuel M. Bowman gave the College an estate
valued at $149,043 to promote instruction in biology, agriculture, and
economics; Paul H . Bowman served the College as president for twenty.
years; and Warren D. Bowman served as president for fifteen years.
Cole Hall was erected in the summer and fall of 1929 as the audito
section of a future administration building. The auditorium seats about
people and is equipped with a modern stage, dressing rooms, a stage Ii
system, motion picture and sound equipment, an artist grand piano, and
three-manual Moller organ with 51 ranks of pipes which was installed in t
The name of the building perpetuates the memory of Dr. Charles Knox
It is a gift of his daughter, Mrs. Virginia Garber Cole Strickler.
Founders Hall, erected in 1904, was remodeled in 1953 to accomm
the administrative offices and six classrooms. The name of the hall honoll
men and women in the early history of the College who sacrificed grea
insure Bridgewater's continuous development.
Alexander Mack Memorial Library, erected in 1962-63, is desi
house 115,000 volumes and to seat 275 readers. Special feature s include
are a Church of the Brethren Room, a Bridgewater College Room,
studies, a listening room, the Archives Room, a seminar room, a co
room, a micro-form (card, film, and fische) room, and typing faciliti
conditioned and functional in every respect, the Alexander Mack M
Library is constructed of brick, concrete, pressed stone, and steel. Its na
a memorial plaque built into the structure honor Alexander Mack, fou
the Church of the Brethren.
Memorial Hall, formerly known as Stanley Hall, was built in 1890.
it was renovated and re-dedicated as Memorial Hall. The building, co
14
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rtraits memorializing men and women important in the history

Ill po is a campus landmark. It was modernized in 1953 and 1971. The

Uege,made into a band room, a listening room, music classrooms, and
wass containing pianos and Allen and Hammond organs; the second
room
· stu d.10s, a music
· stoc k room, a 1ounge, and a
been converted mto
which is equipped with pianos and a nine rank tracker Moller organ.
e's business offices occupy the lower level.
Alumni Gymnasium was completed and put into use in February, 1958.
ll court equipped with folding bleachers, another large playing court,
~oms, and a suite of offices occupy the first floor. Locker rooms and
for both men and women, handball courts, laundry, and storage space
m.ent are provided on the ground floor.

on Field is a spacious and attractive athletic field lying along the
boundary of the campus and bordering North River for several huns. The original field was purchased and developed with contributions
the Classes of 1923, 1924, 1925, and 1926 and many other alumni and
Extensive renovation of the field was completed in the summer of 1971
drainage and irrigation systems were installed, an all-weather track was
ed, and the football field and baseball diamond were relocated. The
facility also includes practice and playing fields for soccer, field hockey,
and softball.

l'it College Street Church of the Brethren is located on the campus. The

cture on the present location was erected in 1914. A new sanctuary
"tional facilities for Christian education were added in 1953. The old
was converted into a chapel and extensive remodeling was completed
. The faculty, students, and guests are cordially welcome to study and
'p.
fht Kline Campus Center, completed in the summer of 1969, is one of the
atudent services centers of its kind. The main floor has a cafeteria with
t dining capacity of 550 and enclosed side dining areas for small stu-

Educational
and
Recreational
Facilities
(Cont.)

Educational
and
Recreational
Facilities
(Cont.)

dent groups. The room will accommodate 900 under banquet cond' .
· d esk f or campus v1s1tors,
··
. 1eve1 are a reception
on this
the main lo •bo
gallery, and the college president's dining room.
unge
The lower level houses a large bookstore, snack shop bill'
.
'
1arda
campus post office, and faculty-alumm room. Lockers are provid d
students. Student government and publications offices are on the topeft
center, completely air-conditioned, is connected to Cole Hall audit .
0
to the lecture room-auditorium facilities of Rebecca Hall.
Moomaw Hall, serving the home economics department, was built
into use in 1969, honoring Leland C. and Nina Kinzie Moomaw of
Virginia, ~ho gave generously toward the project. The wo~en of the
eastern region of the Church of the Brethren have also contributed su
funds toward the building, and several church district and local women's
gave continuous support. An area of the facility honors Miss S. Ruth
former chairman of the department.
The Reuel B. Pritchett Museum was established by Elder Reuel B.
of White Pine, Tennessee, who gave his large collection of old books, old
and articles of antiquity to the College in 1954. The collection co
17 5 rare books, including a copy of a Bible published in Venice in 148
seven Bibles printed in Philadelphia in the eighteenth century by c ·
Sauer. Over 5000 other items are included in the collection. The coll
housed in Cole Hall. All items in it have been catalogued and are a
for inspection and study.
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Educational
and
Recreational
Facilities
(Cont.)

The C. E. Shull Computing Center honors Dr. C. E. Shull, professor emerof mathematics and physics at Bridgewater. Bridgewater students for three
ations have admired, honored, and respected Professor Shull both as a
er and as a person. He devoted more than forty years to teaching thouof students and to administering the Mathematics and Physics Department.
essor Shull was granted the honorary degree of Doctor of Science in June,
1, by his alma mater.
The computing center is equipped with an IBM 1130 computer which was
ed in June, 1967. The computer is a modern high-speed digital computer
ped with card input-output, an on-line line printer, and an on-line plotter.
etic disk storage is also utilized in the computer making it highly versatile
both educational and administrative uses. In addition to the 1130 comr, the computing center is equipped with key-punches, a card sorter, and
ral desk calculators for the use of students and faculty.
Among other physical facilities of the College are a number of faculty
ences, several small apartment houses, the president's home, the central
ting plant, the old gymnasium used for a storage facility, and the College
17

STUDENT

LIFE
lib ral arts college is ideally "a place where small groups of students
th e in mutual good will, in friendly helpfulness, and in earnest study."
edr of Woodrow Wilson, "it is a mode of association ... a free com91or sholars and pup1·1s. " Th e wor d s "free commum.ty" sugges t common
f
osc
d
h
I
d
....
Jiving in the same place un er t ~ sa~e aws, an p~rhc1pahon m
d carrying out of the laws govermng its members. Bridgewater has
.a~d completely this ideal of a college community, but it has achieved

Government

THE STUDENT SENATE

th the faculty and the student body participate in aspects of the operation
College. The faculty is a central force in determining policy on academic
and has significant influence on general college matters. The Student
through appointing student members to faculty committees as well as
its own structure, involves the students in many aspects of the operation
College. Through this body the individual student has the opportunity
the role of a voting citizen in a community of 800 citizens, to help
student opinion and present it to the administration, to cooperate with
culty in interpreting College traditions, to direct the Honor System, and
e as a citizen relating to a general governing body for many student coular activities. The Senate is a representative body of students with
advisors. Its constitution and the detailed regulations under which it
tes are set forth in the Eagle, the handbook for students.
THE HONOR SYSTEM

Personal honor, integrity, and faith in and respect for the word of anare the bases of the Bridgewater Honor System. The Honor Code prolying, cheating, and stealing. Violation of the Code by a student is a
us offense which can result in his dismissal from Bridgewater. The Honor
m is controlled and administered by the Honor Council, an important
ct to the Student Senate.
Each Bridgewater student is encouraged to develop positive and wholesome
rns of study, work, worship, recreation, and the use of leisure time. It is
cipated that increasingly each should be able to manage his own discipline
that consideration of other persons' rights, regard for the common respect'ties and courtesies of adult behavior, and a desire to deepen and enrich
own life will become central in his pattern of conduct.
Attendance at college is always a privilege, and not a right. Since students
greatly in the levels of their maturity, it is desirable to indicate the extations of the College relative to student citizenship.
The College encourages its students to refrain from possessing or using
holic beverages. Students who feel that alcohol must be a part of their

21
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Campus
Regulations
(Cont.)

II

I

1

I

I

college life should not attend Bridgewater. It is important that the s
understand that possession or use of alcoholic beverages on campus, or re
to campus in an intoxicated condition, will subject the student to dismissal
college or other disciplinary action.
Possession or use of marijuana and other illegal drugs by Bridgew
College students is forbidden and will subject the student to dismissal or 0
disciplinary action. Furthermore, violators will not be protected from l
action.
The College prohibits gambling, hazing in any form, and the possession
handling of firearms and fireworks in the residence halls and on the camp11.
The use of profanity is discouraged, and smoking is limited to the out-of-doon.
the residence halls, and the Snack Shop.
Permission to keep a vehicle at college must be obtained at the Busima
Office during the time of official registration or within twenty-four hours~
bringing a vehicle to the College. Temporary permits are also available at tb&
Business Office in the event that a student needs to substitute another vehidt
for the one registered. Failure to cooperate with the above principles may smo
ject the student to dismissal or other disciplinary action.
If, at any time, the conduct of any student becomes detrimental to the wort
of his fellow students and to the best interest of the College, the administratimi
reserves the right to request his withdrawal from the college community.
and when a student is asked to withdraw, there is no refund of fees.
Students are held responsible for the proper care of their rooms and fur.
niture. Room inspections are made occasionally, and damages are charged
the occupants of the room. Damage to other college property by students
likewise chargeable to them.

22
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ter students take responsibility for their own laundry.

Coin-

dgew~ers and dryers are available in the residence halls, and local
wa~ cleaners are located within walking distance of the campus. At

anf the student, linen service is also available on a rental basis through
no
.
'nia Linen Service.
gt. the Thanksgiving, Christmas, and Spring recesses the dining room
~~tudents are required to vacate their rooms. The first meal to be
~ter each vacation is the evening meal prior to the day of registration
esumption of classes.
r College rates are moderate and do not include guest privileges. The
~ students may be accommodated in College quarters for a limited time
arrangement for a modest fee. The prevailing guest rates for meals
~barged at the dining room. All visitors at the College are expected to
meals taken in the dining room unless they are issued complimentary
by an official of the College.

Campus
Regulations
(Cont.)

\1

ridgewater College m~intain~ separa~e residence halls for men and w~m~n,
ch full-time student 1s reqmred to hve at the College or have perm1ss1on
the Off-Campus Housing Committee to be a non-resident student. Letters
uest for a non-resident status should be addressed to the committee cl o
for Student Development, prior to registration. Students who do not
with parents or spouse are required to live at the College. Consideration
non-resident status will be given to those who are age 24 before September
the academic year in question, or those who student teach during their final
at some distance from the campus. Requests to live off-campus during the
er Term will also be considered for those students who have employment
the area throughout the summer.
The conditions and provisions set forth in this catalog should not be
C11115idered as a contract between the College and the student. The College
merves the right to make changes in conditions and provisions when such
c:Mnges seem necessary and wise. In practice such changes are rarely retroactive.
Automobile travel and athletic activities involve an element of hazard
which students and parents should recognize. The College is always cooperative
and helpful in cases of accidents and injuries but is not liable for any expenses
multing from them. Accident insurance is compulsory at a small cost.
Bridgewater discourages frequent absences from its campus by students,
whether for the purpose of going home or for visiting elsewhere, because abaces break the continuity of academic work and harm the students' academic
~rd. Parents are asked to cooperate fully in keeping at a minimum student
lbsenteeism from the campus.
Sales representatives are not permitted to make solicitations in the dormiIDries except upon permission of the Administration. Students acting as sales
Rpresentatives must secure a permit from the Business Office.
The College operates a snack shop on the campus to provide sandwiches
~d refreshments to students and faculty. No other group of students is perlltted to sell refreshments on the campus without a permit from the Business
Office of the College.
23

Resident
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Regulations

Co-Curricular
Social
Activities

To the campus
come distinguished guests
such as Ramachandra B. Maga!,
Program Officer, United States
Educational Foundation in India

Bridgewater College promotes appreciation of the fine arts by br'
to the campus touring theatrical companies, stage personalities, profe
musicians, and noted lecturers. The Committee on Cultural Activities
the Lyceum Series of cultural programs and presents a series of artistic f
and domestic films.
The Campus Center Executive Program Council plans and executes a
reational, social, and cultural program. It sponsors formal and informal d
receptions, teas, informal parties, and special events. It also plans and ex
the movie program on campus, Christmas week activities, the May Day pa
and cooperates with the Director of Alumni Affairs in planning the
coming Day celebration.

Convocations

Convocations at Bridgewater College serve an integrative function in
general liberal arts educational program. This purpose reflects the desire
College (a) to emphasize an interdisciplinary approach to issues in all acad
fields, and (b) to explicate the interrelationship between culture and Chris·
evident in Western civilization. Diverse media such as lectures, films, art, d
and music are used to achieve these educational goals.
Two convocations are held each week during the ten-week terms.
specific attendance policies vary with the classification of the student,
student attends at least seven convocations per term.
The Convocation Committee, established to implement the progra
composed of representatives from the three major liberal arts divisions: arts
humanities, social sciences, and the natural sciences. In addition, the Com
includes the deans of the College and student members appointed by
Student Senate.
·
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ATHLETICS

a strong body,
g believer in the old Roman adage of a sound mind in
stron
. .
. sports
t r encourages b oth men an d women stu d ents to participate
m
a. eg a challenging intramural program and also a varied intercollegiate
erin College believes
·
·
· sports is
· f ar more re'lbe
t h at actua 11y competmg
m
than being a spectator at sports events.

.:~n

Be ·aes soccer and wrestling for men, the intramural program includes

basketball, bowling, flag football, softball, tennis, track and field,
Ueyball for both men and women. In intercollegiat~ sports, Bridgewater
teams in baseball, basketball, football, golf, tenms, track, and crossfor men. The women participate in basketball, field hockey, tennis,
, and volleyball.

·agewater College holds memberships in the National Collegiate Athletic
tion and the Association of Intercollegiate Athletics for Women and
by all regulations set forth by these bodies. Bridgewater is also a member
Old Dominion Athletic Conference and the Virginia Federation of Inter·ate Sports for Women.
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Co-Curricular
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Cultural and
Activities
(Cont. )

DRAMATIC ACTIVITIES

The Pinion Players, assisted by other students on the camp .
drama, presents two full-length plays and a spring drama worksh~s int
order to develop dramatic talent, to keep the College commun1~ eac
with examples of contemporary and classical drama, to suggest t y a
vocational and avocational opportunities in the field of drama a~Jtu
laboratory opportunity for students enrolled in acting and 'play to
classes.
P

DEBATE

Bridgewater College offers its students an opportunity to participate
intercollegiate debate. Each year College teams participate in a number
invitational tournaments, and over the years Bridgewater debaters have won
honors. First year debaters may compete in the novice division while the v
division is open to all experienced debaters. The Debate Club is the spons
organization.
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Co-Curricular
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(Cont. )

MUSIC

'dgewater recognizes the importance of music, not only as a part of the
um of a liberal arts college, but also as a vital adjunct of campus
lich expressional activities, including frequent student recitals, parallel
rses in theory and applied music. From its founding, Bridgewater has
known as a "singing college." Students are encouraged to participate in
eral musical organizations on the campus.
ere are four major choral groups: ~The Oratorio Choir presents a large
work in the fall; the Concert Choir of 40-44 members performs on
and tours in the spring term; the Chorale, 16 mixed voices, performs
" style throughout the year on and off campus; and a Madrigal Choir
orms at special events.
The choral program is well known and dates back to the early days of the
College. Annual television shows and tapes and well-accepted disc recordings
Mle periodically are in demand by alumni and friends.
Instrumental ensembles at Bridgewater include Concert Band, Marching
land, Stage Band, woodwind and brass chamber ensembles, and, on occasion,
lthestral ensembles. These organizations perform in varied formal and informal occasions.
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Co-Curricular
Activities
(Cont. )

PUBLICATIONS

Students write, edit, and publish a newspaper, The Talon wh' h .
campus news and affords students opportunities to air publi~ly ~~
opinion on controversial issues, College policies, and student govern e
Students also publish a yearbook, the Ripples, which is usually distrib~:
of each year. Both the newspaper and the yearbook have won hon .
·
1 competition.
··
ora
an d nahona
The Eagle, a handbook for all students, contains the constitutio
laws under which the Student Senate operates, a register of the faculty n
of student leaders, the school calendar, a list of student organizations '~
of the College song, and a summary of Bridgewater ideals and traditi
College publishes annually the Bridgewater College Bulletin which inc~
Catalog, the President's Report, three issues of the Bridgewater Alu
alumni, and three issues of the B . C. Partners, a newsletter to alumni and
Students interested in creative writing, journalism, or photography
couraged to exercise and develop their talents. In addition to developiq
talents through course assignments and participation in the above pub ·
the College publishes the Philomathean each year. Contributions
Philomathean are selected by a faculty editorial board.
OTHER ORGANIZATIONS

The Business Club, French Club, Hillandalers, Women's Athletic
tion, Fellowship of Christian Athletes, Mu Epsilon Mu, Photo Club,
Club, Pre-medical Society, Student Chapter 168 of the Music Educator1
ference, Guild Student Group of the American Guild of Organists, the
Flora-Sanger Chapter of the Student National Education Association,
campus radio station WGMB are among other student organizations at
water.
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FRESHMAN ORIENTATION

. coming freshmen adjust quickly and happily to college life,
Ip 1 ~evoted to their orientation at the beginning of the fall term.
~eon Student Affairs and the Deans for Student Development direct
Upperclassmen serve as student-to-student counselors for small
fr· hmen. Directed group discussions are held regarding study habits
~s g Bridgewater ideals and traditions, the Honor System and how it
taki~drricular participation, and social opportunities. Through planned
co·ngs each freshman is given a chance to meet his classmates and to
flainted
'
.
with his mstructors
an df acu1ty a d'
v1ser.
ac~~e tests and examinations are given to freshmen during this orien.:d to gather valuable data to be used later for placement, counseling,
ce purposes.
COUNSELING AND GUIDANCE

Counseling Program at Bridgewater College helps students to know
in their social milieu; to meet their personal, academic, and social
intelligently; and to adjust themselves creatively to their fellows. In
to the academic dean, the Deans for Student Development, the Dean
seling and Director of Campus Programs, the Chaplain, the College
and the residence hall directors, the entire teaching staff at Bridgewater
is involved in guidance and counseling.
h student is assigned to a faculty adviser in the department in which
s to major. Because the primary responsibility of a faculty adviser is
concerning registration, course requirements, and academic regulapersonal counseling is usually referred to one of the appropriate staff
named above. In this connection, the Dean for Counseling and the
for Student Development have particular responsibility to help students
d themselves and to assist them in their adjustments to college life
k.
CAREER PLANNING

Career Planning Office works in cooperation with faculty, the Placece, and the Alumni Office for optimum help to students. It provides
interviews, testing, small group sessions, and printed resources to assist
nt in planning toward a satisfying and productive career. The student is
in ( 1) understanding of "self," especially those factors of interests, abilpersonal qualities that contribute to wise career choices, (2) knowledge
us occupations and levels of work, ( 3) awareness of long-range career
and ( 4) developing interview and resume skills.
PLACEMENT

jor professors and the dean assist academically able students in securing
n to graduate and professional schools and in securing graduate £eland assistantships.
r students seeking employment immediately following graduation, the
operates a placement office. This office lists job opportunities, arfor on-campus interviews between seniors seeking positions and repre~s of ~usiness, industry, and school systems, and supports student job
tions with credentials.
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Student
Services

HEALTH SERVICE

Every effort is made by the College staff to promote the h
welfare of students through proper sanitation and cleanlinea1th and
food supplies, and teaching physical education. The Counci~ss, 8
fairs cooperates with the College Nurse and Physician to provi~n ~
ditions possible for the physical welfare of students. A physi \ t e
is required of all new students prior to registration. Vaccinatioca e
ns and
tions against contagious diseases are required.
The infirmary is under the general supervision of the College N
services are available to all students. In case of common illness b
0
dents receive the services of the College Physician either on ca~p
doctor's office. Where special treatments or prescriptions are neus
student will be expected to pay for the cost of them. Day students ~
treatment from the College Nurse and Physician while on campus.
ay

Religious
Life and
Services

The College views religious activities as a natural and essential Part
dent life. Students are encouraged to deepen their understanding of th
tian faith while they are on campus and to give expression to their e
beliefs through campus religious activities. Opportunities are provided to
Christian commitment more meaningful through group worship exp
and service projects.
The College Chaplain is involved with students in experimental m'
and worship, small group ministries and counseling, and the holding of
interest retreats. He is a member of the College's counseling staff and av
to staff, faculty, and students for personal and religious counseling.
The Council on Religious Activities provides inter-denominational
grams for the campus community. A student sub-committee plans group
cussions, sponsors the Bishop's Players, co-operates in the World Uni
Service Fund drive, initiates all-campus Focuses, and makes suggestions
speakers, movies, and service projects. An active SIRCH organization,
up of those interested in full-time church vocations, meets twice a month.
The Bridgewater Church of the Brethren is located adjacent to the co
campus and provides a church home for many students. Baptist, Methodis~
Presbyterian churches are located in the town of Bridgewater, and students
an active part in their programs. Students also participate in the worship
work of the churches of Harrisonburg where Baptist, Brethren, Episc
Lutheran, Methodist, Presbyterian, and Roman Catholic churches are to
found. A Jewish Temple is also located there.
Several denominational student groups are active on campus including
Brethren Student Fellowship, the Baptist Student Union (center in Harr·
burg), the Wesley Fellowship (Methodist), the Westminster Fellowship (
byterian), and the Lutheran Student Association. Students are encouraged
maintain their denominational affiliations as well as to participate in ecumenicll
religious activities that give significance to the Christian life.
En
Ab
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d Program currently provides for a year of undergraduate

A~~oas-Universitat, Marburg/Lahn, Germany; University of

Ph• PP

France; or the University of Barcelona, Barcelona,

asbouri~· conducted by Brethren Colleges Abroad, a cooperative
gr~ by Bridgewater College and five other colleges affiliated
o~e of the Brethren. A resident d.irector is maii:tain~d at e~ch

.
to coordinate the program with the host umvers1ty officials
non,
.
tudents as need anses.
receive a full year of college credit at one of the three Eurof or approximate
.
Iy t h e
. transportation,
.
. can
.
including round tnp
ues~ollege year in the United States. Only limited scholarship
5
:ailable to students participating in this program. The program
8
portunity for a true mastery of the German, the French, or the
0
~ge; a first-hand k~o.wledg~ of a foreign ~ulture; and an opporIJecome an active participant 1.n the challengmg. task of creatmg a
mutual respect and understandmg among the nations of the West.
·pants in Brethren Colleges Abroad fly from New York in late
During September and October, the students attend special language
institutes where the emphasis is on conversational skills, vocabulary
for successful attendance at Strasbourg, Marburg, or Barcelona, and
to the culture and civilization of contemporary France, Germany,
0
Six units of credit may be earned during this period.
winter semester at the universities runs from approximately November
h 1. During the winter semester, the students select their courses from
variety of offerings in modern language, history, literature, economics,
science, religion, philosophy, and the natural sciences. Fifteen units
may be earned during the winter semester.
arburg students are allowed almost six weeks for special and independent
or travel between the winter and summer semesters. The summer semester
at Marburg about the middle of April and closes in mid-July. There is
semester break at Barcelona or at Strasbourg; however, vacation peare allowed at Christmas and Easter. The second semester at Strasbourg
early in June; at Barcelona, about June 15. All participants in BCA are
to take the full academic year of work.
Candidates for the program must have had at least two years or the
ent of the German, the French, or the Spanish language at the college
. Other qualifications include high general academic ability, emotional
·ity, intellectual initiative, the ability to participate constructively in the
of a small group, and the personal attributes which will permit one to serve
a responsible and scholarly representative of America abroad. Applications
admission to the program must be filed with the Dean of the College before
ary 15 of the sophomore year.
Beginning in 1978-79, a program at St. Mary's College in Cheltenham,
F.ngland will be added to the above programs conducted by Brethren Colleges
Abroad. This program will enable outstanding elementary education majors to
pin first-hand experiences with the British infant schools and teacher education
,ograms. Unlike the year-long BCA programs on the continent of Europe,
midents study in England for one semester.
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SCHOLARSHIP HONORS

Dean's List-Bridgewater holds before its students the ideal f
to the limits of their powers, especially in the academic area. p~ a
time, appropriate recognition is given to students whose perform orn
pursuit of knowledge and truth is outstanding:: ·_ ~t the end of eac~nce
Dean of the College announces. the ~ea?'s _List which consists of t~
of all students who have a quality pomt ·average ()f 3.20 or above 00 e
·
··
gram of courses attempted.
Graduation Honors- One may graduate from . Bridgewater su
laude, magmi.· cu171 laude, or: ·cum ..laude. _ To : gradua_te summa cum
student must achieve a. quality pomt average of 3.80, ... complete tw
courses with a gra<:Je of "B" or better, and score in ·the upper quart:
written and oral comprehensiye · e~arninations. To graduate magna c r
he must a~hieve a qual~ty point ave_tage of 3·.so, complete one or more
courses w1t_h · a grade of "B" or be.Her, and score ·better than average
written and .oral compreben_sive.: examinations. To graduate cum I
must achieve a quality point average ·of ·3 .-20 and perform satisfactor'
oral comprehensive examination.
·
Transfer students _may receive honors. To graduate with honor
tion, a transfer student must not only conform to the above standards
also achieve an equivalent standard on his total academic record ·
work taken prior to transfer.
.
·' :
.
'
The Lambda Society- The p~imary purpose of tlie Lambda Soci
encourage scholarly effort and achievement and to honor and reward
faculty members, and alumni who have achieved ·unusual distinction
pursuit of knowledge. Seniors are eligible to be elected to,foll members
they have successfully passed the requirements for graduation with
Upperclass students who have achieved honor grades may be elected to
ate Membership.
Alpha Chi___:_The Virginia Gamma Chapter of Alpha Chi, a natio
legiate honor society, is organized to promote truth and character, to s ·
and recognize scholarly effort, and to encourage critical and creative
which will enable one to explore new areas of knowledge. Junior and
members of Lambda Society who have completed at least thirty units at
water, possess a cumulative quality point average of 3 .20 or above, a
in the top ten per cent of their class are eligible for election to mernbe
this society.
·
OTHER HONORS

Bridgewater elects annually from six to nine seniors to membe
Who's Who Among Students in American Universities and Colleges
basis of scholarship, leadership in co-curricular and academic activities,
ship and service to the College, and promise of future usefulness to
There is a Chapter of Delta Sigma Rho-Tau Kappa Alpha, .an
honorary forensic society, on campus. Membership is restricted to studen
have distinguished themselves in intercollegiate debate and have a high
of academic achievement.
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as a Chapter of Pi Delta Epsilon, a national honorary colb
· ·
ater
. t"c fraternity, on t he campus. Th"is orgamzatlon
seek s to deaIJS. terest
I
l"
.
d
bl"
.
in journa ism, to improve stu ent pu ications, an d to
1
• t ;tbical standards in collegiate journalism. Only students who
gb t tanding work on The Talon, the student newspaper, on the
outsdent yearbook, . or with WGMB, the campus radio station, are
~e':nbership in Pi Delta Epsilon.

Drama students
may qualify for
membership in
Alpha Psi Omega.
Alpha Psi Omega, a national honor society devoted to developing dramatic
and the art of acting, to cultivating disciplined taste in drama, and to
g the cultural values of dramatic art, has a chapter on the campus.
ship in this honor society is restricted to those who have distinguished
ves in acting, production, or directing.
arsity letters are awarded in all intercollegiate sports. Students who have
awarded varsity letters become members of the Varsity Club. The purpose
organization is to foster intercollegiate athletics by awarding Bridgewater
to athletes, making awards to the athletes of the month, and presenting
between halves of basketball games.
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PRIZES AWARDED

Alumni Scholarships- A scholarship, valued at $300, is awa d
to a student at the end of his junior year who ranks high acadr e~
good citizen, and possesses general merit. A second scholarship v:lmi
is awar~ed .to a student at the end of his sophomore year ~cco:.d
same cntena.
The Planters Bank of Bridgewater Scholarship- This scholarsh'
$250, is awarded annually by the Pla~ters Bank of Br~dgewater, ~~·.
worthy student from Augusta or Rockmgham County m Virginia. Tb
names the recipient of the scholarship.
e

Summer
Session

Bridgewater operates an eight weeks summer session to enable
who wish to do so to complete their degree requirements in three years
of four, to enable students who have fallen behind in their work to
their programs, and to enable teachers who need credits in academic and
sional subjects for the renewal of their certificates to secure them.
An integral part of the total college program, the summer sessi
standard courses, most of which are taught in the regular session; it is
by men and women chosen from the regular faculty. A student may
many as nine units of credit in the summer session.
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Alumni
Association

e Alumni Association, organized prior to 1900, seeks to strengthen the
f loyalty between the alumnus and his alma mater, fosters an esprit de
of good fellowship among alumni, organizes and maintains strong local
s, and helps promote the growth and development of the College.
e Alumni Association is governed by its elected officers and a board of
rs composed of 29 members. The Director of Annual Giving and Alumni
ns, as the chief executive of the association, directs all alumni relations
ivities and helps organize and maintain chapters throughout the nation.
ent there are 25 active alumni chapters and fellowship groups.

All graduates and students who have completed at least one academic year

'dgewater College are eligible for membership in the Alumni Association.
who have graduated, or earned transferable credit at Bridgewater, or
the former Blue Ridge (New Windsor, Maryland) or Daleville Colleges,
to 1966, are members of the association. Faculty, staff, trustees, and those
ed honorary degrees are honorary members of the association. The assocharges no dues but all members are urged to make an annual contributo the alumni fund. This yearly contribution keeps the alumnus in
standing and keeps his membership active. The Alumnus is the official
lication of the association and is issued three times each year as a bulletin
Bridgewater College.
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UIREMENTS . Bridgewatder Colle~e seeks tho ~nro~l .qualifidedf stuhden~s
of sex, race, color, ere~ , ~r nat1ona1 or
me 0~1gm ; an .' u~t e~, .1t
discriminate on the bfa~1s o dsex, .race , co ?~· cree , or nationa et. me
th dministration o its e ucat10na1 po 1c1es, emp1oyment practices,
e ~icies scholarship and loan programs, and athletic and other col'!5 .P~red programs and activities. Admission is granted to those who
~: nee of ability to succeed in the type of program provided. While
~vi ~ollege of arts and sciences may depend upon several qualities and
111
~ievement, applicants for admission to Bridgewater will be expected
~~following types of ability and achievement:

1

Graduation from an accredited senior high school or secondary school.
The program of courses completed in the high school should include
the following units of credit: four in English; two in one foreign language, preferably in French, German, or Spanish; two in college preparatory mathematics, preferably algebra; two in social studies and
history; two in science; and four in suitable electives. While the electives may be in vocational or non-academic subjects, it is recommended
that they be in academic subjects such as English, science, mathematics,
and social studies. In case the applicant wishes to become an engineer
or scientist, two of the four electives should be in mathematics.

GETTING
ADMITTED
AND
MEETING
COSTS
Admission

Iii
I

11

Average or better than average scholarship on the secondary school program completed. The grades or marks made on the high school or secondary school program and scores made on achievement tests covering
the secondary school subjects should be high enough to give reasonable
assurance of ability to do college work. Rank in the upper half of
the graduating class is normally required. If an applicant ranks lower
than the upper half, strong compensative qualities need to be shown
in order to gain admission.
A satisfactory score on the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) of the College Entrance Examination Board. While applicants are not required
to take the Achievement Test (ACH), they are urged to do so. The
Achievement Tests in English Composition and in Intermediate or
Advanced Mathematics are recommended especially. A bulletin of
information concerning these tests may be obtained from high school
officials or by writing directly to the College Entrance Examination
Board, Box 592, Princeton, New Jersey 08540. The dates for both the
Scholastic Aptitude Test and the Achievement Tests are as follows:
November 5, 1977
December 3, 1977
January 28, 1978

,,I
I'

March 11, 1978
May 6, 1978
June 3, 1978

Good health and character. Success in a church-related liberal arts
college depends not only upon the type and quality of secondary school
program completed but also upon health and good character. Good
character includes such qualities as clean living, high aspirations, and
industriousness. Applicants are expected to present evidence of them.
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edited two-year college may transfer as many as 68 units of credit
-.:er es comparable to those offered at Bridgewater College. Transfer stuCOU::e expected to present official transcripts of their record at former instias well as any other information deemed necessary by the Admissions
·uee. Normally, transfer credit is not allowed on courses bearing a grade
~ban c. However, by special permission, depending on the circumstances,
credit may be allowed on courses bearing a grade of D. For an explaof quality point average, see page 105.
PLACEMENT. Credit and advanced placement is awarded to
nts on the basis of results on the Advanced Placement Tests of the College
ce Examination Board, but subject in every instance to the approval
the department concerned and of the Council on Education. Advanced
ent Tests are available in English Composition and Literature, American
ry, European History, French, German, Latin 4, Latin 5, Spanish, Mathe• 5, Biology, Chemistry, and Physics. Students interested in taking one or
of these tests for the purpose of obtaining credit and advanced placement
Bridgewater should confer with the secondary school principal during their
· r year or earlier and with the College upon application for admission.
ADVANCED

The College considers the results on College-Level Examinations as
means of determining advanced placement for students who have not followed
traditional pattern of preparation.
Bridgewater College strives to keep expenses at the lowest figure possible
'stent with superior quality in education.
Student expenses are calculated on the basis of one inclusive fee covering
costs which are generally assessable to all students. The inclusive fee covers
cost of tuition, registration, student activity fees, library fee, medical fee,
ai:cident insurance, physical education fee, and all laboratory fees, excepting
age deposits.
The accident insurance which is required of all students covers all medical
se incurred as a result of accidental bodily injury up to $1,000 for each
every separate injury. This insurance is written for a twelve-month period
will be paid as stipulated regardless of where the student may be injured. All
'es must be reported to the Business Office before any claim can be satisfied .
ess insurance is not covered in the inclusive fee, but it may be purchased at
option of the student for a reasonable cost ($15 for the 1978-1979 session).
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EXPENSES FOR THE

1978-79

SESSION

Resident
Students
$4,040.00

Inclusive Fee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Advance deposits are required as follows:
Returning students by April 1 . ............ .
100.00*
New students by May 1 .. ............... . .
100.00*
Payments by students attending the entire academic year are due according to the following
schedule. Students attending part of the year
are referred to the statement on the Interterm.
September 12, 1978 ................... .
1,347.00
880.
November 27, 1978 ................... .
1,347.00
880.
February 19, 1979 ... ........ ... .. . ... .
1,346.00
880.
* This is a non-refundable deposit which is applied to the final expen
the Spring Term. Students admitted after May 1 must make the deposit ~
ten days after admission. Returning students failing to make the deposit 00
will pay a penalty of $20. Furthermore, a returning student cannot complete
preliminary registration, select classes, or reserve a room until the deposit
the penalty have been paid.
THE lNTERTERM

Basic costs of the Interterm are borne within the charges assessed for
three main terms for- students in regular ongoing attendance. Obviously,
refund is made to a student who chooses not to attend the Interterm.
are, of course, additional charges to the student enrolled in interterm experi
involving travel, off-campus housing, etc.
A student who attends two ten-week terms plus the Interterm pays
third of the Basic Interterm Fee in addition to the two payments at the be ·
of the ten-week terms. A student who attends one ten-week term plus
Interterm pays two-thirds of the Basic Interterm Fee in addition to the pa
at the beginning of the ten-week term.
FOR PART-TIME STUDENTS

A part-time student, one who is permitted to register for five units or
in a ten-week term, pays $75 per unit of credit plus a Registration Fee
$15 .00 per term. Payment must be made at the time of official registra'
A part-time student is not eligible to participate in student activities or to
ceive scholarship aid.
SPECIAL FEES

Overload- per unit of credit ..................... . ..... . ..... .
Audit Fee- per unit of credit ..................... . ........... .
Art Studio Fee .............................................. .
Supervised Teaching Fee ..................................... ·
Residence Home Management, non-resident students (9 weeks) ... .
Graduation Fee . . ................. . ..... . ............. .. .... · ·
Application Fee (Paid only once. Not refundable) ......... ... ... ·
Late Registration Fee .................... . ................ . .. · · ·
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(first copy free) .................................. .

.~ connecting bath per term (Women only) .............. .
ro fee per term (if available) ......................... .

~ation-Resident. student ............................. .

-Non-resident student ........................ .
tion Card Repla~ement .... . ........... ... ....... . ..... . .
t Credentials (First 5 copies free) ................... .. . .
Joterterm Fee for students enrolled part of the year:
'dent student ........ ...................... . ........... .
-resident student ...................................... .

2.00
15.00
100.00
5.00
2.00
5.00
1.00
375.00
250.00

DEPOSITS

and Key Deposit ... . ................. ... ............ .
J)amage to dormitory _and to dormitory f~r~iture is charged to
· deposit. The dormitory and key deposit 1s made at the time
student first enrolls, and it is retained by the College until the
dent either graduates or withdraws. Returning students cover
sments that have been made against the deposit by bringing
back to the level of $50 at the time of each fall registration.
mture on the part of the student to turn in his or her identificaliOD card, room key, or check-out slip at the end of each academic year will cause the deposit to be forfeited. Any unused
portion of the deposit will be refunded at graduation or upon
withdrawal from the College when identification card, room key,
md check-out slip signed by the Director of Residence is preted to the Business Office at the conclusion of the student's
attendance.)
ory Breakage Deposits:
olecules and Man ....................................... .
Earth and Its Physical Resources .......................... .
General Chemistry ... . ... ..... . ... .... ............. .. ... .. .
Organic Chemistry .............................. -. ......... .
Quantitative Analysis . . . . ....... ...... ... . ................. .
Advanced Analytical Chemistry ............................ .
Physical Chemistry ... ... ... .......... . ........... . .. .. ... .
Biochemistry .......... .. . ...... .............. ... .. . .. .... .
Organic Qualitative Analysis ............. .. ................ .
(Refunds will be made at the close of the session on unused
balances.)

$50.00

$5.00
5.00
5.00
10.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00

PRIVATE INSTRUCTION

(Private instruction fees are in addition to tuition and overload charges.
However, music majors are exempt from instrument rental fees.)
Voice, String, and Wind Instruments:
Per term
One lesson per week . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
40.00
Two lessons per week . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
75.00
Organ, one lesson per week . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
40.00
rental, five hours weekly . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7.50
rental, five hours weekly . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
30.00
Instruments . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5.00
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VARIABLE EXPENSES

Each student pays for his own laundry, personal expenses
d
Books cost approximately $150.00 per year and may be purchas~dan
basis from the College Bookstore.
on a
REFUNDS

The College must contract for its faculty and other educational
.
a year or more in advance. Thus, no refund of tuition and fees · salle
except in the rare instance in which a student withdraws
is
upon the recommendation of the College Physician.
Advance deposits are not refunded in any instance. Hence, in the e
of approved withdrawal for health reasons, the refund of the remai d
n er
tuition and fees is provided according to the following schedule:
During the first two weeks following registration .......
80%
During the third and fourth weeks following registration
50%
During the fifth and sixth weeks following registration .
20%
After the sixth week following registration ....
...No refund
Refunds for board in the above case of a student withdrawn upon
recommendation of the physician will be made on a pro rata basis as of
end of the week within which the student is withdrawn.
The College will not give final examinations, grant a degree, nor issue
transcript of credits unless satisfactory arrangements have been made wit
the Business Office for payment of all fees.
METHODS OF PAYMENT

D

Se

The Inclusive Fee for each term and fees for all part-time students are due ~·
according to the schedule on page 40. All financial aids administered by di F
College other than Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants, Basic Educa- offi
tional Opportunity Grants, and National Direct Student Loans are applied 1D Sc
the students' accounts at the rate of 30 percent in each of the Fall and Winter ID
terms, and 40 percent in the Spring term. The Supplemental Educational 1slit
Opportunity Grants and National Direct Student Loans are applied to the !0
accounts at the rate of one-third each term, and the Basic Educational Oppor·
tunity Grants are applied at the rate of one-half twice during the academic full
fina
year. Work aid is applied each term as earned.
The Insured Tuition Payment Plan of Boston, well-known in the educational be
field, offers two convenient payment programs for parents who desire to budget ced.
the annual cost in monthly installments. Both programs include insurance p~ call
tection which covers the balance of the cost of the entire educational program ii ;ca
the event of the death or disability of the insured parent. There is a prepaymelll or
program which begins before the first payment is due at the college and end!
before graduation. Because payment is made on schedule, there is no inter~
charge. There is also an Extended Repayment Plan which takes advantage rl
low cost loan facilities. This plan reduces the monthly payments and spred pro
the cost out over a longer period of time. Information about these two programt
is sent to the parents of each incoming student. Information may be obtained!
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by writing to: Richard C. Knight Insurance Agency, Inc., Insured
ent Plan, 6 Saint James A venue, Boston, Massachusetts 02116.
Par~
those who prefer to pay the Inclusive Fee in equal monthly install0
.41so, ts may choose The Tuition Plan, Inc. Agreements with Tuition
pare; flexible and may be made for one, two, three, or four years with
are ve read from 48 to 72 months. A twelve payment plan covering ex;s spa single year is also available, as well as life insurance coverage
.or rable parent which covers the remaining portion of the student's
Ill ~suthe event of the parent's death. Application forms or further infor~out The Tuition Plan, Inc. may be obtained by writing directly to
c:om;aoy at Concord, New Hampshire 03301.
ce

R cognizing that college costs are of legitimate concern to many students,
~ater College utilizes some of its own resources and administers re-

s provided by other agencies to provide a substantial and varied program
financial aid. While academic promise and potentiality for success, both on
us and beyond graduation, are requisites for all types of aid, the foremost
~site is financial n~ed.
1111111Recipients of scholarships and financial aids are informed at the -earliest
'ble date after the receipt of necessary applications and required informaHowever, no student is awarded financial aid until after admission to the
ege. Aid recipients are. required to maintain records of satisfactory acaic achievement and satisfactory personal conduct.
APPLICATION PROCEDURES
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Both returning and new student applicants for any form of financial aid
need to submit the Financial Aid Form (FAF) to the College Scholarship
Service of the College Entrance Examination Board prior to April 1. Virginia
15idents must be careful to submit an F AF which has the Virginia overprint.
Freshman applicants obtain their F AF forms from their high school guidance
•ces; upperclassmen, from the College Office of Financial Aids. The College
bolarship Service does not award aid; it assists the College and other agencies
~ard a better understanding of the student's financial need. This form con'tutes an application for aid to the College, to the Basic Grant Program, and
myour State Agency. A nominal fee is charged by CSS for this service.
All students seeking aid must be enrolled or accepted for enrollment on a
foll-time basis. Prospective students are advised to submit an application for
financial aid along with an application for admission. Since financial aid cannot
he granted until a student has been officially admitted to the College, this procedure on the student's part will enable simultaneous processing of both applications and expedite an early response. Financial aid awards are for one
academic year (3-3-1-3), and renewal applications need to be filed by May 1
for the next year.
SCHOLARSHIPS AND GRANTS

ige rl .From the scholarship fund, the following scholarships and grants are
Jred provided :
1. General Scholarships- A number of scholarships, with minimum values
of $100 and maximum values depending on the needs of the appli43
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Financial
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(Cont.)

SCHOLARSHIP SOURCES

The money for scholarships comes from gifts by churches ·
alumni and friends, and from the income of endowed funds. The list 0 ~nter
scholar.
ship endowed funds follows:
Edward Lukens Scholarship Fund
Madeleine Long Arthur Memorial Fund
J. A. and Kittie Danner Hoover Scholarship
Virginia Garber Cole Strickler Memorial Fund
Augusta County Scholarship Fund
Clericus Fund
Donald Lester Kline Memorial Fund
The John D. and Bertha Cline Miller Fund
The Jesse Edward Rolston Fund
W. E. Driver Scholarship Fund
J.M. and Minnie Alexander Fund
Rebecca C. and Fred J. Wampler Scholarship Fund
Paul E. Hoover Scholarship Fund
The Minna Mintzer Memorial Scholarship Fund
Charles W. Wampler Scholarship Fund
Evelyn V. Edmonson Memorial Scholarship Fund
Dr. and Mrs. Edward C. Bixler Memorial Scholarship Fund
The Charles E. and Anna M. Resser Memorial Scholarship Fund
Simon D. and Ruth L. Glick Scholarship Fund
Anna Bowman Seese Memorial Scholarship Fund
Nelson T. Huffman Scholarship Fund
Ruth Weybright Stauffer Organ Scholarship Fund
Fede
Anna Snader Spoerlein Memorial Fund
Harold and Isabelle Garber Scholarship Fund
Kathryn Leigh Moore Memorial Fund
John L. Driver Memorial Scholarship Fund
The W. Burton Dillon Scholarship Fund
John M. Kline, Jr. Family Memorial Music Scholarship Fund
Robert S. and Laura Lam Craun Scholarship Fund
Christian Experience Summer Scholarship Fund (0. P . Willia1111
Fund, S. A. Harley Memorial, E. D. Flory Memorial)
Mary and Charles Fifer Memorial Fund
WORK OPPORTUNITIES

The College employs quite a number of students to perform services aboi
the buildings and campus. The positions available involve such services •
library, laboratory, and office assistants; waitresses; janitors; and camp
worken. The positions are assigned to applicants who are qualified to rend«
the required services. However, need is considered and upperclassmen 811
given priority. The applicant for a position files a written application withdi
Director of Financial Aids. ·
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subtracting the amount the student and his family c
.
.
an rea
expect to contnbute toward the cost of his education f
with the additional provision that it cannot exceed one-~~~
total yearly expenses for attending college. During any f
funding is insufficient to award maximum grants to all eligibrar
reductions are made by use of a prepared reduction table e st
centage basis. Half-time students are also eligible to receive on a
award. It is the ~tudent's responsibility to submit an applicati~~r
grant to a specific contractor who computes the eligible
for
· ·
Th e rec1p1ent
· ·
award
not!'fies th e rec1p1ent.
must subsequently pr
Director of Financial Aids with the statement of eligibility es~?t
received. Application forms may be obtained from the ~~cb
Financial Aids and from high school guidance counselors.
ce
3. Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant- Under the High
cation Act of 1965 and subsequent amendments, funds are avai~\le
colleges and universities for the purpose of providing scholars~·
undergraduate students who show exceptional financial need. To ::
gible, the family must be unable to contribute more than half of
student's college costs. Preference is given to applicants who
providing a significant amout of self-help in the form of work
loans. Awards vary from $200 to $1500 and must be matched in
amounts by other financial aid which is available at the College. A
cants must show academic or creative promise and must main
good standing. Grants may be renewed from year to year for the
four years of undergraduate work provided: ( 1) the student cont'
to be in good standing, (2) financial need continues to be demonstra
and (3) funding continues at a level which will sustain it.
4. College Work-Study Program- A number of job opportunities on caa.
pus can be filled by applicants who meet the provisions of this feder~
subsidized employment program. An applicant must be a full-tinl
student or accepted to enroll as a full-time student, must have substantial financial need, must apply the wages earned toward his need,
and must work under hours and conditions established by governmerj
regulations. Fifteen hours per week is a maximum work load with~ S.
special permission.

5. Veterans Benefits- Students qualifying may use their benefits toward
any program provided by Bridgewater College. While informationco•
cerning these benefits is available at the Office of Admissions, it i 6.
suggested that those interested confer with a representative of tbl
Veterans Administration.
STUDENT LOAN FUNDS

1. Guaranteed Student Loans- The money is borrowed by the student from
participating home town :financial institutions. If the adjusted gross incolll
48

t dents-they are the fortunate ones perhaps-enter college having
oo;i;e~ uon a vocation; many others ~nter knowi?g only in a general way
~1
cational interests are. Specific suggestions about programs of
e~r hv~ill aid students in the former group to attain their various probic 1 follow. The latter students are reminded that one of the purg~-~~ral education is to introduce them to varied fields of knowledge,
8
. \hem a sound basis on which to make a wise vocational choice. At
give students who have not chosen a field in which to concentrate
ater~xpert counseling from advisers and department heads who will
ure
.
. h
trong personal mterest m t em.
For the Student Going Into Business
four-year curriculum leadi~g t_o the ~achelor of Arts Degree in either
administration or economics 1s provided.
For the Student Going Into Computer Science
ompletion of a curriculum leading to a Bachelor of Arts Degree with a
in mathematics plus properly selected supporting courses in computer
physics, psychology, and philosophy prepares one to enter graduate
~ computer science or to pursue employment in this rapidly expanding
For the Student Going Into Dentistry, Pharmacy,
or Veterinary Medicine
Admission to these schools may be obtained without the completion of
baccalaureate degree requirements. It is strongly urgeCi, however, that
nts planning to enter any one of them take the four-year program with a
r in general science and secure the B.A. degree as a background for the
of the professional school, if time and resources permit.
For the Student Going Into Engineering
A dual degree program is offered in cooperation with Georgia Institute of
ology. A student who completes ninety units and the general education
am at Bridgewater College may be admitted to G.I.T. where, in two addiyears, he may earn a bachelor's or master's degree in one of several
eering fields. Those interested in this program should consult with the
of the College and the Chairman of the Chemistry Department or the
· man of the Physics Department.
For the Student Going Into Forestry
Adual degree program is offered in cooperation with the School of Forestry
Environmental Studies at Duke University. A student who completes ninety
'ts and the general education requirements at Bridgewater College may seek
ission to this school. While the student may enter the School of Forestry
d Environmental Studies with a background in one of several major fields,
student's program of studies must include Biology 201, 202; Economics 210;
Mathematics 130 or 132. Computer Science and Statistics are also recomnded. Those interested in this program should confer with the Dean of the
"4llege and Dr. L. Michael Hill of the Department of Biology.
For the Student Going on to Graduate School
. Bridgewater men and women planning careers in research, in the profes11ons, or as college and university teachers enter the leading graduate schools in
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the United States each year to pursue work leading to the M.A., the Pb D
to some professional degree.
· .,
Students planning careers in science have to consider studying beyo d
baccalaureate level. To qualify for many research positions, for instancn Ilia
must have either a Ph.D. or an M.A. degree. Furthermore, more ande, ~
positions in the fields of government work, social service, and business de Ill
an education beyond the undergraduate degree. A student contemplatinIll~
choice of a career should be aware of this trend. He should seek the adi .._
the members of the department in which he chooses his major concerni~ce:
courses which will be most beneficial to him.
g
For the Student Going Into Government Service
Completion of a curriculum leading to the Bachelor's Degree, provid
suitable area of concentration has been selected, qualifies a person for
positions in government. A student interested in government
confer with his faculty adviser.
For the Student Going Into Home Economics
Completion of a curriculum with a major in home economics prepares
student for entrance into the following careers: retailing and merchandi
demonstration of food and textile products and of household equipment,
service and management, public school teaching, and homemaking.
For the Student Going Into Law
Completion of a curriculum leading to the B.A. Degree, provided a suit
area of concentration has been selected, qualifies an individual adequately
admission to a school of law. A student interested in the study of law sh
confer with the Dean of the College and his faculty adviser.
For the Student Going Into Medicine
Completion of a curriculum containing a concentration in general sciCJll
and leading to the Bachelor of Arts Degree is recommended. Sometimes 1
student is able to obtain admission to a school of medicine upon completia
of ninety or more units of credit, provided he meets Bridgewater requiremea
in general education and has permission to transfer work back to meet all
quirements for graduation, but the degree program is recommended.
For the Student Going Into the Ministry or Religious Education
Completion of a curriculum leading to the Bachelor of Arts Degree,
vided a suitable concentration has been selected, qualifies a student adequ
for admission to a theological seminary, for teaching religious education,
for doing church work.
For the Student Going Into Social Work
A four-year program with a concentration in sociology and psychology
leading to the Bachelor of Arts Degree is recommended for those who wish to
enter social work following graduation from college as well as for those wbo n
wish to pursue a graduate program in preparation for social work.
For the Student Going Into Teaching
The College offers four-year curricula leading to the Bachelor's Degree
and a State-Approved Program of teacher preparation at the kindergarten ~
elementary levels as well as in several secondary fields. A student completill tio
this program may be certified to teach in more than twenty states.
in
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COURSES
OF
INSTRUCTION

Freshmen courses are numbered 100-199; sophomore courses 200-299; and
;mior and senior courses 300-500.
With each course title is a number followed by one or more letters. The
number designates the units of credit granted for the course, and the letters
indicate when the course is offered: F stands for Fall Term; W for Winter Term;
Ifor Interterm; and S for Spring Term. The College reserves the right to alter
the schedule of courses as circumstances dictate.
. Except for Independent Studies and Honors Courses, the courses of instruc~ are organized by departments. Opportunities for qualified students to engage
mIndependent Studies and Honors Courses are available in each department.
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Independent
Studies

I

480. Internship (FWIS)
The internship program of the College provides an opportunity f
21
student to gain field experience in an area related to the student' or a
centration or career goals. Supervision of an intern is provided ~con.
appropriate faculty member and by a staff member of the agen y an
business in which the student is an intern. A student who Wisbey or
engage in .an internship must consult with the appropriate faculty me:~
21
~t least. e1~ht weeks m advance ?f .the start o~ the te~m in which
mternsh1p 1s to be done. A descnption of the mternsh1p, signed by the
student and the faculty sponsor, must be filed with the Dean of the Coll the
at least 20 days prior to the start of the internship. All internship pro· ege
must be approved by the Council on Education prior to the beginnid;c~ 23
0
the term. To be considered for an internship, a student must have
least a 2.00 quality p~int averag~. ~ student may enro.11 in an internsh~
program for three umts of credit m a term and the mternship may ~
repeated in subsequent terms.
31
490. Independent Study (3FWIS)
Upon approval of the Department and the Dean of the College, a student
with a cumulative quality point average of 2.20 or better may engage in an
independe~t stud~ project.. <?ne des~ring to pursue independent study 32
must submit a written descnpt1on of his proposed work to the chairman of
the appropriate department and to the Dean of the College 20 days prior
to the beginning of the term in which the study is to be conducted. AU
independent studies must be approved by the Council on Education prior
to the beginning of the term. At the end of the term, the supervising 34
professor files with the Registrar a grade for the student and a description
of the work accomplished. Credit may be received for not more than three
independent studies.
41
500. Honors Course (3FWIS)
Each department offering a major may provide honors courses to give
opportunity to superior students for exercising originality and developing
resourcefulness. Honors courses may be either seminars or independent 42
study, depending on the nature of the topic, problem, or project to be
studied. Honors courses may, with the approval of the department, be
substituted for courses normally required of majors in the department.
Juniors and seniors with a cumulative quality point average of 3.00 or
above may register for an honors course. At the conclusion of the m
honors course, the supervising professor files with the Registrar a grade
for the student and a description of the work accomplished.

l

m

Department
of
Art

A major in Art consists of courses numbered 111, 112, 211, 212, 231, 232,
311, 312, 321, 322, 430, 460 and either 411and412 or 421and 422.

111, 112. Art Structure (3F,3W)
First term: Two-dimensional problems in composition and properties in
color. Second term: geometric and organic form in three-dimensional
compositions.
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Biology

A major in Biology consists of a minimum of 32 units of course
within t~e department i°:cluding 201, 20.2. 203, 311, 341, 350, and~~
Supportmg courses required for the ma1or are Chemistry 121 122 L
Mathematics 120 and 130.
'
11111
A major in General Scie?ce consists of 48 units. including Chemistry
121
122, 201, 202, 203; Physics 221, 222; Mathematics 120, 130; Biology
201
203, plus six units in Biology courses numbered 300 or above. This major
is intended primarily for pre-medical and pre-dental students and for
prospective teachers of general science.
Biology 201 is prerequisite to all courses in the department numbered
300 or above except those offered in the Interterm.

100. The Nature of the Biological World (4WS)
Basic life processes, the organization of life, and of life at the subcellular
cellular, organismal, and community levels. A course designed for th~
non-science major. Four lectures and one laboratory per week.
201. Introductory Biology-Life at the Subcellular and Cellular Level (4F)
An introduction to the study of biology emphasizing subcellular molecular
aspects of the science, the organization of life at the cellular level, and the
implications of this knowledge in understanding of life in multicelhdar
organisms. Four lectures and one laboratory per week. Prerequisite:
Chemistry 101 or 121.
202. The Biology of Higher Plants (4W)
The morphology and physiology of seed plants. Three lectures and two
laboratories per week.
203. The Biology of Animals (4S)
Survey of the animal kingdom and introductory work in zoological science.
Four lectures and one laboratory per week.
300. Microtechnique (31)
Elementary procedures in the preparation of plant and animal tissues for
study and research. Prerequisite: Chemistry 121. Two laboratories per
week plus additional individual laboratory work.
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355

360.

380.

. 1·n Economics consists of Economics 200, 210, 300 and five
-a1or
·
~.
economics courses approve d by t h e d epartment; Busmess
1t1ona1
. 200
ZOZ; and Mathematics
.
l, . ·n Business Administration consists of Economics 200, 210, and
rnaJ~d~tional economics courses; Business 201, 202, 370, 410, 420, two
8
.e.
business courses; and Mathematics 200.
lidcfitlOOa1
oomics 200 is prerequisite to all other economics courses except Ecoics 310.

ECONOMICS

rrtnciples of Macroeconomic~ (3WS)
.
· relationships between mcome, money, pnces, and selected related
Bas~~ems. This course meets the needs of the non-major who wishes to
~ lop an understanding of the fundamental concepts and methods used
Ul've
· issues
·
in the study of economic
an d pro bl ems.
frinciples of Microeconomics (3S)
Emphasis is on the economics of the firm, price and output relationships,
the problem of distribution, and other related issues.
oney and Banking (3F)
Classical and contemporary theory of money, banking, and the economic
system as applied in the United States.
Economic History of the United States (3W)
Economic growth and development of the United States from the colonial
period to the present. Emphasis is placed on changes in agriculture,
industry, commerce, and finance.
Poverty (3 I)
Group seminar, independent study, and field experience in relation to the
economic view of the problem of poverty. Field experiences include
first hand observation of rural and urban poverty. Prerequisite: Economics
200 or consent of instructor.
Labor Economics (3F)
Development of the labor movement, the growth of the labor organization,
economic theories of the labor market, and related contemporary topics.
Alternate years; offered 197 8- 79.
451. Economic Literature ( 1F,1 F)
Provides for continuity of study through the summer as a supplement to
regular course work in the major. Students read three books selected by
the department and, in the fall, write an examination covering two of the
books and a critique on the third. Official registration for this course is
made in the Fall Term following the summer reading. Prerequisite:
Economics 210.
Intermediate Microeconomic Theory (3)
Basic concepts of conventional price theory. Emphasis is placed on
theoretical conceptualization of microeconomic phenomena such as
theories of demand, price determination, income, and market behavior.
Offered on demand. Prequisite: Economics 210 and permission of instructor.
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Economics
and Business

bomore Year:

SOP 1 All prospective teachers should apply or have applied for admission to

· the teacher education program and be screened according to the criteria
indicated above.
.
Begin
education courses by enrolling in Educational Psychology and a
2
curriculum course at either the secondary or the elementary level.
3. Be involved in the observation and teacher aiding experience.

in
a.

es
to

Junior year:
.
.
.
.
.
1. Continue with education courses and with ma1or subject field .
2. Apply for admission to student teaching and expect to be screened prior
to the student teaching term according to the criteria listed above.
3. Plan additional work with young people in the summer.
Senior year:
Participate in student teaching during one of the terms reserved for that
purpose. (See page 67 for a description of provisions for student
teaching.)
For the student seeking certification in Nursery through Grade 3, the major
in Elementary Education consists of Education 300, 310, 320, 330, 332, 340,
350, 360, 415, 461, 462; Art 111, 112, or Education 355; Health and Physical
Education 425; Home Economics 400; Mathematics 315; Music 412; and six
courses in a single academic discipline.
For the student seeking certification in Grades 4-7, the major in Elementary
Education consists of Education 300, 305, 310, 320, 330, 332, 340, 360, 420,
470; Art 111, 112, or Education 355; Health and Physical Education 425;
Mathematics 315; Music 412; plus six courses in a single academic discipline.
Specific endorsement requirements further specify that the student complete Economics 200, English 300, History 201 or 202, Speech 200, and an additional physical education activity beyond the general education requirement.
OBSERVATION AND TEACHER AIDING EXPERIENCE
Observation and teacher aiding, is an important part of the teacher preparation program. This program involves the student in observing the teacher and
pupils and in working with individuals and small groups under the direction of
the teacher. Arrangements for the observation and teacher aiding experience
must be made with the Department of Education. Some students are able to
pursue this program during the academic year while others do so in cooperating
schools in the late spring or late summer when college is not in session. In the
case of summer experiences, applications must be filed by May 1.
Thirty hours of observation and teacher aiding experiences are prerequisite
to Student Teaching. In addition, certain courses at the College include visita~on in public schools as a regular part of instruction. The prospective teacher
IS encouraged to seek further experience working with children and youth in
recreation centers, day care centers, and the like.
.

Admission to the Teacher Education Program is prerequisite to all courses

in the department except 250, 300, and 340.
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G oup Discussion: Theory and Technique (3F)
E:sentials of e~ective use of the s~all group _disc_ussion as a meth~d for
flective thinkmg and problem solvmg. Practice m small group dehbera~~on is provided. Alternate years; offered 1979-80.
Argumentation (3F)
troductory course designed to give background in classical and con1
t:mporary logic, argu~entation and debate, with practice in argumentative writing and speakmg.
Highlights in Theatre History (3S)
Selected periods in the development of the theatre and of its relation
to its culture; emphasis is on theatre practice, and theatrical personalities
including actors, playwrights, and designers. Alternate years; offered
1978-79.
Oral Interpretation of Literature (3W)
Theory and practice in oral interpretation of a variety of forms of
literature. Alternate years; offered 1979-80.
Musical Theatre Production (31)
Aspects of musical theatre production: selecting the play, securing rights
for production, casting, rehearsing techniques, costume renting, staging,
and performing the play. The course is designed to prepare students
to accept active directorial roles in the production of musical theatre in
public schools, and it is open to students interested in musical performance
as well· as those interested in the technical aspects of staging musical
theatre. During the first two weeks, a complete one-act musical is
rehearsed and staged, and during the final week, the production is performed for the college community and at local secondary schoo1s.
Elements of Play Production (31)
Introduction to the theories and techniques of the modern theatre and of
theatre production in particular. Fundamentals of directing, lighting,
make-up, and costuming. Alternate years; offered 1978-79.
Modern Drama (3W)
The dramatic literature of selected playwrights from 1850 to the present.
Alternate years; offered 1978-79.
330. Acting (3F)
Development of acting skills through both classroom and laboratory
experiences in acting. The course includes a brief examination of the
historical development of various acting theories and techniques. Alternate years; offered 197 8-79.

Teaching and Directing Drama (31)
Designed for the teacher of drama in the high school, the course examines
methods whereby drama can be taught in the classroom and used as a
teaching medium for other subjects. Over-all direction of an extra-curricular drama group is also examined including organization of such a
group, activities, play selection, and other considerations not including
actual play production techniques. Prerequisite: Consent of instructor.
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340. Methods and Materials in Health Education (3W)
Teaching techniques in health education, including available reso
the field. Unit structure and practical applications are stressed to U~ces ·
prospective health teacher valuable preparation for the classroom si~~ve.u.
School health services at the secondary level are also examined ation,
requisite: Health and Physical Education 300 or consent of inst. Pre.
rucltl 3
350. Tests and Measurements (3S)
Methods used in finding the abilities and ratings of students in h
and physical education. Tests and measurements of physical fitness ea~
efficiency, and motor and physical skill.
' soc
360. Organization and Administration of Health and Physical Education (J
Desirable standards and policies in the organization, supervision
administration of health education and physical education on all ~ h~
levels and in all phases of the program.
c Cd

i

I

365. Individual and Dual Sports (3S)
Designed to increase the knowledge and skill of the student in numer
indivi.dua] a?d dual sports: Rea?ings fr~m noted auth~r~, .constructiono:
teachmg umts, and expenence m teachmg several activities increase the
student's knowledge and ski11s in the field.
370. Teaching and Coaching Team Sports for Women (3W)
Methods of teaching and controlling players. Emphasis is on teachingthe
skills involved in major sports; also on strategy and designing of pla
for the popular competitive sports.
371-374. Coaching Techniques for Men
Techniques and strategies of coaching popular men's sports. CoacJin.
psychology and organizational methods are included. Alternate ye~
offered 1978-79.

78

320.

330.

Europe Since 1870 (3S)
E ents following the Franco-Prussian War and leading up to the First
;orld War.. ~ultural and__econon:iic factors as ~ell as international,
domestic, pohtical, _and m_1htary history are considered. _Pr_erequisites:
rwo of the following: History 101, 102, 103; or permission of the
department.
Contemporary Europe (31)
.
Examination of the reconstruction of Europe after World War II and
its contemporary civilization and culture. Prerequisite: History 101,
102, or 103.
Renaissance and Reformation (3F)
Humanism, Renaissance art, the development of modern statecraft, and
the emergence of a capitalist economy. The sixteenth-century religious
upheavals, the emergence of the modern European state system, and the
economic impact of the overseas discoveries.
England and the British Empire (3F)
Social, constitutional, and diplomatic developments in England, with
special emphasis upon the effects of the industrial revolution.

350, Diplomatic History of the U. S. (3 F)

American foreign policy with reference to political, social, and economic
development shaping that policy. Prerequisites: History 201, 202.
Constitutional
History of the U. S. (3W)
360,
Evolution of the Constitution resulting from the rise of Modern America.
Prerequisites: History 201, 202.
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Concert Choir (One unit credit per year FWIS)
one may be a member of either the Oratorio Choir or the Concert
Choir, but to receive credit, one must be a member of both. An oratorio
is performed in the Winter Term and Concert Choir tours are made in
the Spring Term.
Chorale (One unit credit per year FWIS)
A number of campus and off-campus appearances are made throughout
the year. Participation in a music camp in September is required.
Symphonic Band (One unit credit per year FWIS)
~· Several concerts are given each year. Serious literature of both large
and small dimensions is used.
Stage Band (One unit credit per year FWIS)
Playing contemporary arrangements as well as the revered "charts" of the
big bands from the 1940s and 1950s. The band performs for many campus functions, and it tours in the Spring Term.
APPLIED MUSIC

A student may register simultaneously for one or two applied music

courses with the approval of his adviser and the music faculty. Two units
credit are earned only through participation in applied music for the Fall,
Winter, and Spring Terms of a single academic year. With the approval
of the department, a student may simultaneously earn 4 units of credit in
one applied music.

For a new applied music student, the number of his course is determined
by an audition before a member of the music faculty. The number designations of the applied music courses are as follows:
100 level. Beginning student.
200 level. Second year for beginning student.
Prerequisite: 100 level in same area or consent of the music
faculty.
300 level. First year for advanced students.
Prerequisite: Consent of the music faculty.
350 level. Second year for advanced students.
Prerequisite: 300 level in same area.
400 level. Third year for advanced students.
Prerequisite: 350 level in same area.
450 level. Fourth year for advanced students.
Prerequisite: 400 level in same area.
The unit digit in applied music course numbers designates the specific
applied music. For example:
101 Beginning piano
102 Beginning organ
103 Beginning voice
104 Beginning woodwind instruments
105 Beginning brass instruments
106 Beginning percussion instruments
107 Beginning string instruments
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and function of urban and rural communities,- These variabl .
demography, social ecology, value systems, social stratification ts lll
economics, politics, and organizational structure. Emphasi's ~ade
1
on the urban community including such concerns as urban decay ~ P
crime, pollution, transportation, poverty, minority problems, a~d0
renewal programs.
350. Elementary Research Methods (3S)
Contributions of theory to research, of research to theory, and
to the systematic accumulation of reliable knowledge. Included of
to select a general topic and a specific research problem, developmare
testing of hypotheses, collection of data, sampling, coding, and sto/nt
a limited number of statistical measures used in the analysis of da~
requisite: Mathematics 200 or permission of instructor.
a.

--- --

'I
I

..

-

410. Sociology of the Family (3 W)
Examination of the human family historically in several ancient so
and comparatively in various contemporary cultures with major em
placed upon the modern American family. Included are such topics
family and personality, emotional interaction in the family contex~
pectations and roles, child rearing, family life cycles, family conflicts
accommodations, family crises, and the family in transition.
420. Social Stratification (3S)
Patterns of social stratification and important theories of the class 8
ture. Stress is placed upon analysis of the American class system;
quaintance with major research in the field is emphasized. Prerequi ·
Sociology 350 or permission of instructor.
430. Culture of India (3S)
Survey of the racial, social, and cultural history of India in ancient
modern times. Attention is given to the impact of industrialization
urbanization upon Indian culture, and to the interrelation of Western
Indian values and institutions. Contemporary political and socio-econo
trends and problems are examined. Prerequisite: Sociology 300 or
mission of instructor. Alternate years: offered 1979-80.
440. Cultures of Africa (3S)
Survey of the racial, social, and cultural history of Africa in ancient
modern times. Attention is given to the impact of urbanization and
African responses to Western values and institutions as carried to
continent by the colonial powers. Contemporary political and s
economic trends and problems. Prerequisite: Sociology 300 or permi ·
of instructor. Alternate years; offered 1979-80.
450. Sociological Theory (3W)
The relation between theory and research with contemporary theoret'
and research developments. Theory is treated as empirically based s
ments which explain the relationships among complex social varia
Prerequisite: Sociology 420.
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isTRATION. Students are expected to register promptly in the period
t~ registration at t~e beginning of each term. Fai~ure ~o register at
r time will result m the assessment of a late reg1strat1on fee. The
P:ccepts no responsibility for hold~ng roo~ reservations or pr?viding
accommodations for students who fail to register on the days designated
purpose.
permission of the Dean of the College, one may make adjustments in
her program of studies during the first week of classes. While a new
roaY not be entered, one may be cancelled after that time, provided
·on is obtained. In this event, a grade of W, F, or U will be shown on
anent record.
ss ATTENDANCE. Regular class attendance is expected of all students
endance records are kept. Responsibility for protecting the academic
of the student and the College rests with the student and the instructor.
nt who persists in being absent from class will be reported to the Dean
College and temporarily withdrawn from the course. To be reinstated, the
roust have a conference with the Dean of the College. At the discretion
instructor and the Dean of the College, the student may be withdrawn
the course with a failing grade and may possibly be withdrawn from the
cuses for unavoidable absences must be reported to the instructor at
t period following the absence. Absences which occur because of
activities approved by the Dean of the College will be reported in
to the Dean of the College by the instructor sponsoring the activity,
e Dean will notify the instructors of the excused absences involved.
ASSIFICATION OF STUDENTS. A student who has earned 25 units or less is
d a freshman; 26 to 59 units, a sophomore; 60 to 89 units, a junior;
units or more, a senior. A student who is permitted to carry less than
s in a ten-week term is classified as a part-time student.
e classification of each student is determined at the beginning of a sesand it does not change throughout the academic year. An exception to
ocedure is made in the case of students who achieve senior status within
and plan to graduate by the end of the following summer session.
E UNIT OF CREDIT. The basis of credit is called a unit. A unit of
is equivalent to one semester hour. A three unit course meets four
ute periods per week for ten weeks. Two hours preparation are expected
h hour of lecture or recitation. A three-hour laboratory or studio per
for a term receives one unit credit.
In continuing education programs, Bridgewater College records one coneducation unit for ten hours of participation. Continuing education
are not applicable toward a degree.
UALITY POINT AVERAGE. Quality points are applied to work taken at
ater College as follows: For each unit of credit with a grade of A,
quality points are assigned; with a grade of B, three quality points are
ed; with a grade of C, two quality points are assigned; and with a grade
one quality point is assigned. Grades of W, F, S, and U receive no quality
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The quality point average is computed by dividing the quality
achieved by the units of credit attempted at Bridgewater College. AU
for which a student enrolls are counted as units attempted except tho
for w~ich a .grade of W, or S is rec~ived. However, a student may repea~e
work m which he or she has received a grade of D or F, and, in the
repeated work, the last grade is used in computing the student's qualit~
average.
Work accepted for transfer to Bridgewater College counts as units e
Units attempted and quality points achieved are not transferred. Hen
student's quality point average, both cumulative and in his maj or conceee,
tion, is dependent upon work attempted at Bridgewater.
n
THE GRADING SYSTEM.. A grade i~ assign~d at ~id-term and at
end of the term on each subject for which one Is officially registered.
the grades assigned at the end of each term are recorded on the perma
record. One of the following grades is issued for each course attempted on
campus: A, B, C, D, F, I, or W. For student teaching, grades of S or U
assigned. Courses carrying grades of Sor Udo not contribute to units attem
or quality points achieved nor do they figure in the quality point average
appropriate units earned are credited to the student's permanent record. '
grade is interpreted as indicated below:
A-superior achievement.
B- above average achievement.
C-average achievement.
D-fair or below average achievement.
I- incomplete achievement. This grade may be given when the stu
has been unable to complete the course or has failed the
examination because of illness or emergency situation which he
unable to control. The time and conditions for the removal of
I must be approved by the Dean of the College when it is assign
W- withdrawn. This grade indicates that the student withdrew from
course in which he was officially enrolled. In order to receive
the student must have the approval of the professor of the course
the Dean of the College prior to the end of the sixth week of
ten-week term, the end of the second week of the Interterm,
end of the fifth week of the Summer Session, or permission tow·
draw from College. In determining the quality point average, u
with a W grade are not counted as units attempted.
F- unsatisfactory achievement. A grade of F carries no credit. Once
grade is assigned it will remain on the permanent record; howe
the course may be repeated for credit.
S- satisfactory achievement.
U- unsatisfactory achievement. A grade of U carries no credit.
GRADE REPORTS. Grade reports are made twice each ten-week term
students and to their parents. Parents are furnished special reports at
times upon request.
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MINIMUM SCHOLARSHIP STANDARDS.

Every student who is permitted to
at
Bridgewater
College
is
expected
to
make continuous progress toward
11
ducational objective. At the end of each ten-week term a careful evaluation
~e achievement of each ~t~dent is made, ~nd a student whose_ quality of
ormance is below the m1mmum scholarship standards as outlmed below
either be placed on academic probation or suspended. The Council on
cation is responsible for interpreting these standards and for hearing appeals
cerning them.
A student who does not achieve a term quality point average and a cumu've quality point average equal to or greater than the standard appropriate to
classification will be placed on academic probation. A freshman must earn
quality point average of 1.60; sophomore, 1.70; junior, 1.80; and senior, 1.90.
While on academic probation, counseling by the Deans and his faculty
·50r may result in curtailment of co-curricular activities. The academic
bation status is recorded on the student's grade report, permanent record,
transcript of credits.
Furthermore, at the end of the academic year a student who is classified
freshman and has a cumulative quality point average (computed on all
k attempted at Bridgewater College) of less than 1.40, a sophomore with
than 1.60, and a junior with less than 1.80, and a senior with less than 1.90
be suspended. With permission of the Dean of the College, a student may
nd Summer Session to attempt to raise his or her quality point average above
minimum required for continued attendance.
Following academic suspension, one is ineligible for readmission until one
demic year has elapsed. Also, a student who withdraws from college at a
ewhen his cumulative quality point average is below the standard required
continued attendance is ineligible for readmission for one year from the
le of his withdrawal. To be readmitted, a student must present evidence
cient to convince the Committee on Admissions that he can meet the
· · um scholarship standards. Failure to meet this standard of performance
one academic year will normally result in dismissal.
ACADEMIC LOAD. The normal academic load per term for a regular student
nine units of credit. However, students are permitted to enroll in a maximum
eleven units or three courses without paying the overload fee. Only students
the Dean's List may apply to the Dean of the College for permission to
ll in twelve units or four courses. Students who are permitted to enroll in
re than eleven units for credit or audit must pay the overload fee.
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academic work must. be ea~ned in residence a~ Bridgewater College.
In addition, at least nme urnts of the concentration must be completed
at Bridgewater.
)EQUIREMENTS IN GENERAL EDUCATION.

(Majors in Elementary Education see page 65.)
MAN AND HIS ENVIRONMENT

opment of Western Culture
Six Courses
The six courses which meet the requirement in Development of Western
Culture must be chosen from the courses listed below and from appropriate
Interterm studies so that a minimum of one course is selected from each
of the following:
English
History 101, 102, or 103
Biblical Studies, Old Testament, or New Testament
Philosophy or an additional course in Religion from the list below.
In addition, these six courses are chosen to include at least two courses from
the Ancient and Medieval Period, one course from the Renaissance and
Early Modern Period, and one course from the Contemporary Period.
Those marked with an asterisk are especially recommended.
Ancient and Medieval Period
*Art 231 : Art History
*English 201: Western Thought in Literature: The Greek
Foundation
*English 341: English Literature to 1500
*History 101: Western Civilization to 1500
*Philosophy 311: The Classical Mind
*Religion 200: Biblical Studies
*Religion 210: Old Testament
Religion 220: New Testament
Religion 310: Jesus of History
Renaissance and Early Modern Period
*Art 232: Art History
*English 202: Western Thought in Literature: The Quest from
Faith to Humanism
English 330: Shakespeare
English 342: Elizabethan and Seventeenth Century Poetry and
Prose
English 350: Milton and Major Augustan Writers
English 360: The Romantic Movement
English 370: English Drama 1450-1700
English 380: The Age of Johnson
French 301: Advanced French
French 3 30: The Classical Period
French 350: Age of Enlightenment
German 301: Advanced German
German 420: Classicism
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*History 102: Western Civilization from 1500 to 1815
History 201: United States Civilization
History 320: Renaissance and Reformation
Music 311 : Music History
*Music 220: Introduction to Traditional Music
*Philosophy 312: The Evolution of the Modern Mind
Spanish 301: Advanced Spanish
Spanish 420: Medieval and Golden Age Literature and L'f
1
Spanish 431: Spanish-American Literature and Life.
e

Sc

S<

Contemporary Period
S<
Drama 320: Modern Drama
tfaD 81
*English 203: Western Thought in Literature: The Quest: Sci
0
and the Modern World
th
English 390: Continental Literature
English 403: Twentieth Century American Literature
English 410: Modern Poetry
English 422: The Novel
French 250: Comparative Culture: French
Man's
French 302: Advanced French
0
French 420: Literature and Life of the Nineteenth Century
lo
French 430: Literature and Thought of the Twentieth Century
German 250: Comparative Culture: German
German 302: Advanced German
German 410: German Literature of the Nineteenth Century
*History 103: Western Civilization Since 1815
History 202: United States Civilization
History 301: Modern Europe Prior to 1870
History 302: Europe Since 1870
Music 230: Twentieth Century Music
Music 312: Music History
*Philosophy 200: Introduction to Philosophy
*Philosophy 313: Contemporary Philosophy
Religion 320: Religion In Life
*Religion 3 60: Black Religious Experience in America
*Religion 420: Christian Ethics
Spanish 250: Comparative Culture: Spanish
Spanish 302: Advanced Spanish
Spanish 440: Literature and Life of the Nineteenth Century
Spanish 450: Literature and Thought of the Twentieth Cent
Courses which are not applicable to a single time but may be applied
the requirements in Development of Western Culture are:
Art 345: The Visual Arts
Drama 300: Highlights in Theatre History
Education 310: Foundations of Education
English 430: Tragedy: Studies in Tragic Vision
Religion 430: Church History
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d Cultures

IllJlis. tory 400: History
of Russia
. A
.

Two Courses

ffistory 410: Latin ?1enca
ffistory 420: East Asia
.
. tory 430: Southeast Asia
~~·gion 340: Religions of the Near East
R:l:gion 350: Religions of the Far East
Sociology 300: General Anthr?pology
Sociology 430: Culture of India.
Sociology 440: Cultures of Afnca
and Society
Three Courses
Of the three courses required in this area, one course must be chosen from
three of the following disciplines:
Economics 200: Principles of Macro-Economics
Political Science: (Any course)
Psychology 200: Contemporary Psychology
Sociology 200: Principles of Sociology
Man's Natural Environment
Two Courses
Of the two courses required in this area, one must be chosen from biological science and one from physical science.
Biological Science:
Biology 100: The Nature of the Biological World
Biology 201 : Introductory Biology- Life at the Sub-cellular and
Cellular Level
Physical Science:
Chemistry 101 : Molecules and Man
Chemistry 102: The E arth and Its Physical Resources
Chemistry 120: Concepts in Physical Science
Chemistry 121 : General Chemistry
Physics 110: Introductory Astronomy
Physics 221 : General Physics
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. II

J_

PROFICIENCY REQUIREMENTS

English Composition
One Cou
English 120: Composition and Literary Forms or exemption by exam· .,_
is required of all students. In addition, a student who does not rnatia.
properly written work throughout his college career may be referre~u~llli
professor of any department to the Composition Proficiency Comllli Y
This committee prescribes remedial work which may include enrol~ct.
in English 110. A student who receives a grade of "D" in English ~
120
automatically referred to the English Proficiency Committee.
Mathematics
Physical Education

One Cou

Two Activitit,

Ca~didates for the Bachelor of_ Arts D~gree complete th~ above ~eneral Edu.
cation program and the followmg foreign language reqmrement m lieu of ~
mathematics and science requirement for the Bachelor of Science Degree.

Foreign Language

Zero to Four Coursti

The student's placement in foreign language is dependent upon his secon~
ary school work. A year of high school language is considered equivalem
to a course in college. A placement examination is given for adviso"
purposes. Proficiency is required at the level of the fourth college coius;,
Candidates for the Bachelor of Science Degree complete the above General
Education program and the following requirement in mathematics and scien('!
in lieu of the foreign language requirement for the Bachelor of Arts Degree.
Mathematics and Science

Two Coursa

The Bachelor of Science Degree is offered with concentrations in a number
of disciplines (see page 113). In addition to the mathematics and scienci
courses chosen above, candidates for the degree must complete either one
mathematics course and one science course or two science courses from
courses numbered 120 or above in the Departments of Biology, Chemistry,
Mathematics, and Physics.
C.

REQUIREMENTS IN THE FIELD OF CoNCENTRATION.

A departmental major consists of a concentration of not less than D.
thirty units and not more than 48 units of credit, including all prerequisi11
and supporting courses specified by the department. A minimum of II
units of credit must be chosen from a single department with relat~
courses sufficient to bring the total to at least thirty units.
Near the end of his sophomore year or before the beginning of hn
junior year, a program of courses in the major department and relat~
courses comprising the concentration is developed for each student b.
the student and his major professor. A copy of this program must ~
filed in the office of the Registrar. Any changes in the proposed conce&
tration after it has been started must likewise have the approval of bo~
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aJ·or professor and the Dean of the College and be recorded in the
•
of the Registrar.
officeEach student must earn quality points equal to twice the number of
't of credit composing the concentration and show satisfactory achieveuni ~ on a comprehensive examination covering his major. Suitable con~~rations from which the student may choose are listed below.
c Candidates for the Bachelor of Arts degree may elect any of the
f Uowing majors; candidates for the Bachelor of Science degree may elect
0
y of the majors marked by an asterisk: Art, Biology*, Business Ad~ nistration *, Chemistry*, Economics*, Elementary Education*, English,
~ench, Gene~al Scie~ce *, Ge~man, Health .a.nd Physical Education*,
Health Educat10n *, History, History and Political Science, Home Ecoomics *, International Studies, Mathematics*, Music, Philosophy and
~eligion, PhY:sical ~cience.*, Physics*, Physics and Mathematics*, Psychology*, Sociology ·, Spamsh.
A student who wishes to achieve a major in two fields must recognize
the possibility that more than four academic years may be required to complete such a program. A student who pursues two major fields declares a
primary major and a secondary major and must complete both programs,
including satisfactory performance in each comprehensive examination.
Candidates for graduation with honors and with two majors must meet the
comprehensive examination criterion in each major as stated on page 32.
Comprehensive Examinations. A candidate for graduation must pass
a written comprehensive examination over his major field of concentration.
The examinations are selected or made, administered, and graded under
the direction of the student's major professor. This examination is
administered prior to March 15 of the year in which the student is expected
to finish his work for graduation.
A candidate for graduation whose written comprehensive is unsatisfactory is required to take an oral comprehensive as a check. The oral
comprehensive, if required, is administered prior to May 1 by the student's major professor with the assistance of two other professors appointed
by the major professor and the Dean of the College. In case the achievement of the student is found unsatisfactory on the oral, the chairman of
the committee reports immediately to the Dean of the College who, with
the assistance of the Council on Education, proposes a program for remedial
action.

the

D.

JD

ELECTIVES.

In addition to the courses required for distribution and concentration,
elective courses sufficient to bring the total to at least 123 units are required. A minimum of forty-eight units must be completed in courses numbered 300 or above.
Approximately ten courses, or 30 units, will normally be electiv~s.
These should be selected with care to fulfill needs for certification to teach,
to enter graduate school, or for other special purposes. Students interested
in teaching in the public schools should read the requirements for certification stated on page 64, and confer with the teachers of education. This
should be done not later than the end of the freshman year.
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Term Expires 1977
RAY E. GLICK (Shenandoah)* ................... McGaheysville, Virginia
H . Gus MUNTZING ................ . ..... . .... Moorefield, West Virg· .
PAUL W. PETCHER (Southeastern)* .................... Chatom, AlabalIUa
JOE G. RIELEY (Virlina) * .......................... Bl~cksburg, Virg:
WINSTON 0. WEAVE~ .. . .. ". .. ,;, . .................. Harns~nburg, Virginia
JACOB S. ZIGLER (Mid-Atlantic) .. . ............... Westmmster, Maryland

* * * * *

WAYNE F. GEISERT .................................. Bridgewater, Virginia
OFFICERS OF THE BOARD

I
ii
I

R. DOUGLAS NININGER ..... . .. . ................................. . Chairman
WAYNE F. GEISERT .................................. · · .......... President
JAMES L. KEELER ...... Vice Chairman for Development and Public Relations
PHILLIP C. STONE . . .. Vice-Chairman for Educational Policy and Campus Life
GARLAND F. MILLER ...................... . .................... . Secretary
DALE V. ULRICH ............................... . ....... . Assistant Secretary
Bridgewater
LOWELL A. MILLER ................... . ................... . ...... Treasurer
Bridgewater

WAYN
DALE

LOWE

RICff}
JEAN

BRYD<

DALE

MART

CLEM
QRLAr
DAVID

J. AL1

J. VEF
PAUL

HONORARY TRUSTEE
CARMAN G. BLOUGH ............... . .............. Bridgewater, Virginia
GEORGE S. ALDHIZER, II ................... . ........ Broadway, Virginia
WILMER M. KLINE ................................. Manassas, Virginia
LIFE TRUSTEES
FREDERICK D. DovE ............................ Hagerstown, Maryland
HARRY A. DRIVER ..................... . ..... . ..... .Weyers Cave, Virginia
D. WILMER GARBER ..... . ........... ... ... . .......... Woodbridge, Virginia
JOHN T. GLICK ............ . . . ....... . ..... . ..... . .... Bridgewater, Virginia
S. D. GLICK . . ........................... . .......... Bridgewater, Virginia
JoHN M. KLINE . .............................. Mt. Crawford, Virginia
CHARLES D. LANTZ ....... . ....... .. ........ .. .. . . . ... . Broadway, Virginia
LOWELL N. LAYMAN ... . ............. .. . . ... . ... . ..... . C loverdale, Virginia
MALCOLM A. LONG ...... . ..... . ... . ..... . ..... . ...... Baltimore, M aryland
ROBERT M. McKINNEY ............ . .... . ....... Westminster, Maryland
A. D. MILLER ........... . .......... . ............ .. ..... R oanoke, Virginia
J. LEE M ULLENDORE . . . . ........................ Hagerstown, Maryland
MEETINGS OF THE BOARD
First Saturday of November (Annual) ................. November 4, 1978
First Saturday of April (Spring) ........................... April 7, 1979

* The geographic name in parenthesis after the name of a p ar t icular trustee
identifies the district of the Church of the Breth ren wh ich nominated the trustee
prior to election by the Board of Trustees.
I
I

~
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T.

NELSON

HUFFMAN .... . Professor

of Voice and Director of Music E

B.A., Bridgewater College; Graduate Peabody Conservatory of M~ . mt
Certificate; B.M., Cincinnati Conservatory of Music; M.M., Northwes~c, 'V
versity; D.Mus., Bridgewater College; 1925-1965.
s em

V. K~INE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · · · • · · · · · • · · .... Librarian, Em •
B.A., Bndgewater College; B.S., George Peabody School of Library S ~
Bridgewater College, 1930-1969.
c1

AGNES

CLARENCE E. MAY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Professor

m;'"-

of English E

.

B.A., Bridgewater College; M.A., University of Virginia; Gradu~te
Columbia University; School of Extra-mural Studies, University of Birm· ~
Stratford-on-Avon; University of London; Bridgewater College, 1946-19;~. -.

CHARLES E. SHULL .......... . Professor

of Mathematics and Physics Em .
M.A., ib~d; M.~. C~rnell l!niv~rsity; Grad~ate ~~:
Umvers1ty of Vlfgm1a, Johns Hopkms Umvers1ty, Umvers1ty of Illinois Ge
School of Technology, Ohio Northern University; D.Sc., Bridgewater' Co~ra
Bridgewater College, 1914-1917; 1919-1963.
ege;
B.S:,

II

I

Br!dgewat~r ~~llege;

W. STAUFFER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Assistant Professor of Music, Emeri11a
Graduate, Blue Ridge College, Department of Music; Graduate, Peabody Con.
servatory, Piano Certificate; Student, Johns Hopkins University; B.M., Cincinnlli
Conservatory of ~~sic; Graduate Study, A1!1erican C~.mservatory of Muskj
Organ Student, Vlfg1l Fox, Chas. M. Courbom, and Nies-Berger; Bridgewater
College, 1927-1970.

RUTH

RAYMOND N. ANDES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Professor

of Foreign Languagu

B.A., Bridgewater College; M.A., University of North Carolina; Ph.D., ibid
Summer Student, University of Paris, Institut d'Etudes francaises de Pau; Bridge.'.
water College, 1946-

EMMERT F. BITTINGER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Professor

of Sociology

B.A., Bridgewater College; M.A., University of Maryland; B.D., Bethany
Seminary; Ph.D., University of Maryland; Bridgewater College, 1963-

LOWELL

V.

HEISEY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Professor

of Chemistry

B.A., Manchester College; M.S., Purdue University; Ph.D., ibid; Brfdgewater
College, 1950-

HARRY

G.

M. JopsoN . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Professor

of Biology

B.S., Haverford College; M.A., Cornell University; Ph.D., ibid; Bridgewater
College, 1936-

FREDERICK

G.

KEIHN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Professor

of Chemistry

B.S., Randolph-Macon College; M.S., Lehigh University; Ph.D., Syracuse Uni·
versity; Bridgewater College, 1967-

IAMES

J.

KIRKWOOD . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Professor

of English

B.A., Wake Forest College; M.A., ibid; Ph.D., Duke University; Bridgewater
College, 1968-
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TH KYGER ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .. •.. . Professor

of German

W~~dgewater College; B.S. in Music Education, ibid; M.A., University of

J.A· rdi. PhD Catholic University; Bridgewater College, 1955arY1an , · ·•
1

MARTIN, JR. . . . . · ... · · · · · .. ·. · · · ·. · ... · .... .. P~o!essor

of Ch~mist;y

V/. Bridgewa~er Col~ege; B.S., Medical College of VIrgm1a; Ph.D., Umvers1ty

!(rJorth Carolma; Bndgewater College, 1961-

Jo:

RT McFADDEN ... . Professor

of Religion and Director of Convocations

Manchester College; B.D., Bethany Biblical Seminary; Th.D., Boston
~ni~ersity School of Theology; Bridgewater College, 1961-

L MENGEBIER ..... . ..•........ ...... ......•. Professor of Biology
The Citadel; M.A., Oberlin College; Ph.D., University of Tennessee;
Brldgewater College, 1968ld

~

VID G. METZLER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Professor of Philosophy and Religion

DA

and College Chaplain

BA. McPherson College; B.D., Bethany Biblical Seminary; S.T.M., Harvard
Divi~ity School; Th.D., Boston University School of Theology; Bridgewater
College, 1958-62; 1966-

JAMES

A.

MUMPER ..... . .................••....•.•.• . Professor

of History

B.A., Swarthmore College; M.Ed., M.A., University of Virginia; Ph.D. ibid;
Bridgewater College, 1962-

Dl!AN RoYCE NEHER ...................•..••.......•.. Professor of Physics

B.A., McPherson College; M.A., University of Kansas; Ph.D., ibid; Bridgewater
College, 1961-

JAMES

A.

REEDY ...••.•••...•.•.••.•. Professor

of Physical Education and
Director of Athletics

B.A., Bridgewater College; M.A., California State College at Long Beach; Ed.D.,
George Peabody College for Teachers; Bridgewater College, 1966ROGER

E.

SAPPINGTON ••..................••...•..... . Professor

of History

B.A., Manchester College; M.A., Duke University; B.D., Bethany Biblical Seminary; Ph.D., Duke University; Bridgewater College, 1958-

MARTHA

B.

THORNTON • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . Professor

of Religion
and Coordinator of Career Planning

B.S., Schauffier College (merged with Oberlin); M.A., Hartford School of
Religious Education; Ed.R.D., Hartford Seminary Foundation; Bridgewater
College, 1968-

L. TYERYAR .••.••..••.•••••••.•••••......... Professor of English
B.A., Western Maryland College; M.A., Rice University; Ph.D., University of
Wisconsin; Bridgewater College, 1968-

GARY

rh

~r

FRED

F.

WAMPLER • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Professor

of Education

B.A., Bridgewater College; M.A., George Washington University; Ed.D., University of Maryland; Bridgewater College, 1957119

Faculty

(Cont.)

Faculty

(Cont.)

DONALD R. WITTERS . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . Professor

of Psy ·h

B.A., Elizabethtown College; B.D., Bethany Theological Seminary; M~ olo11
zona State University; Ph.D., ibid; Bridgewater College, 1968· ., Ali.

RAYMOND

J.

D. BAKER ...............••.. . Associate

Professor of Econom·

B.A., Western Maryland College; M.A., Washington University; Bridge IQ
College, 1967Water

WILLIAM

E.

BARNETT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Associate

Professor of Socio/

B.A., University of Richmond; M.A., University of Virginia; Graduate S~'l!
North Carolina State College; Bridgewater College, 1955dy,

JOHN G. BARR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Associate

Professor of Organ and Pi

B.~., Manchester College; S.M.M., Union Theological Seminary; D.S.M., i~~

Bndgewater College, 1968-

id

J. ~HU~CHMAN .. '..: ....... :.: ........ As~ocia.te Professor of English
B.A., Umvers1ty of V1rgmia; M.A., 1b1d.; Ph.D., Umvers1ty of Tennessee; Brid
water College, 1967ge.

CHARLES

*VICTOR E. GLICK . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Associate

Professor of History

B.A., Bridgewater College, M.A., University of Chicago; Bridgewater Collegt,
1949-

L.

MICHAEL HILL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Associate

Professor of Bio/on

B.S., Alabama College; M.S., Tennessee Technological University; Ph.D. University of New Hampshire; Bridgewater College, 1972'

B. HouTs, JR......................... Associate Professor of Spanish
B.A., Bob Jones University; M.A., University of Tennessee; Graduate Study
University of Kentucky; Bridgewater College, 1963'

ROBERT

L. HUESTON ......... . Associate Professor of Business Administration
B.A., Bethany College; M.B.A., University of Wisconsin; Certified Public A~
countant; Bridgewater College, 1953-

*ROBERT

GEORGE WEBSTER KENT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Associate

D

Professor of Psycho/on Jo

B.A., Franklin College; M.A., University of Oregon; Graduate Study, Universiey
of Wisconsin; Bridgewater College, 1954-

Professor of An G
B.A., Bridgewater College; M.F.A., Richmond Professional Institute ; Bridgewater College, 1959-

PAUL M. KLINE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Associate

DALEE. MEKEEL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Associate

Professor of Social Scienct Mi

B.S., Nebraska State College; M.S., University of Michigan; Graduate Study,
Boston University; Bridgewater College, 1968-

LAMAR B. NEAL . . . . . . . . . . . Associate

Professor of Political Science and History

B.S., Mississippi State University; M.S., ibid; J.D., University of Mississippi;
LL.M., ibid; Graduate Study, Tulane University; Bridgewater College, 1971-

ROBERT

E.

PURVIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Associate

Professor of Arl

B.A., Lynchburg College; M.F.A., Richmond Professional Institute; Bridgewater
College, 1968-
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Faculty

( Cont. )

MARY W. LEMAR . . . ....... . ..... . . Assistant

Professor of Home E
A.S., Abraham Baldwin College; B.S., Georgia College at Milledgev~fn
Kansas State University; Graduate Study, ibid; Bridgewater College, ;
9

RALPH C. MACPHAIL,

;i,

JR. . . . ... .. . ..... Assistant Professor of Drama S

B.A., Bridgewater College; M.F.A., Virginia Commonwealth
water College, 1972-

' p

Univer~~:. ~11•
'

Professor of Physical Ed
B.S., Westhampton College; M.S., University of Tennessee; Graduate"~
University of Oregon; Bridgewater College, 1961-

LAURA SUSAN MAPP . ... ..• . . ...... . Assistant

Professor of Home Econ
B.S., Bridgewater College; M.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute; Bridg:
College, 1963-

ANNA MAE MYERS • .. . ...... . ..... . Assistant

L. MYERS .... •• ....... . .. . Assistant Professor of Physical Educ
B.A., Bridgewater College; M.A., West Virginia University; Bridgewater Co
1962-

MELVIN

Professor of Physical Educ
B.A., B.S., Shepherd College; M.A., Appalachian State Teachers College; B·
water College, 1967-

JoHN S. SPENCER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Assistant

Professor of Physical Educa
Assistant Football Coach and Assistant Basketball c
B.A., Bridgewater College; M.Ed., University of Virginia; Bridgewater Co
1969-

CARLYLE WHITELOW • ... . . . ...... . Assistant

in Educa11
B.A., Bridgewater College; M.S., Madison College; Bridgewater College, 197

* KATHRYN REID BOWMAN ........ . .•.............. . Instructor

in Hom e Econo .
B.S., Georgia College; M.Ed., ibid.; Bridgewater College, 1975-

SHARON ANN BUTTERBAUGH .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Instructor
THEODORE W. FLORY ..... . ... . .... . ........ . Instructor

in Computer Scie11
and Manager of the C. E. Shull Computing Ce
B.A., Bridgewater College; Graduate Study, University of Virginia; Bridge
College, 1970-

E. HOPKINS, JR. . ............... . .... . ........ Instructor of M
B.A., Bridgewater College; M.Ed., Madison College; Bridgewater College, 19

JEESE

*J.

SANDRA KEELER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Instructor

B.A., Bridgewater College; Bridgewater, 1972-

in

*DAVID A . PENROD . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Lecturer

in Business
B.A., Bridgewater College; J.D., Ohio State University; Bridgewater Co
1973-

Do
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THE THUYEN PHIET . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Instructor

in
Diploma, Ecole Normale de Musique de Paris; First Prize in Chamber
Conservatoire International de Musique; Bridgewater College, 1975-

M

WAMPLER . . . . . . . . . . . . • .......•........ . Instructor

in Education

poJUtIS Bridgewater College; M.L.S., George Peabody College for Teachers;
:~gewater College, 1970ND

A.

YODER . • . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . • • . • . . . . Lecturer

in Art Education

Jl!vMA0 Goshen College; M.Ed., University of Virginia; Bridgewater College,

B. .,
1976-

* part Time.

tucalil

' 1974-

onomia
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Faculty

(Cont.)

Faculty
Councils
and
Committees

1977-1978
Council on Administration: *Geisert, Ulrich, Bittinger, DeWitt, Ferris M .
Miller, Thornton, Yerian, Mekeel.
' artin,

A. Committee on Budgets and Finance: *Miller, Geisert, Ulrich.
B. Committee on Computing Center:
Miller, Neher.

*Ulrich, Bess, DeWitt FI
' ory,

C. Committee on Educational Program Grants: Bittinger, DeWitt, Martin,
McFadden, Mekeel, Ulrich.
D. C~mmittee on Institutional Research: *Ulrich, Mekeel, Neher,
Witters.

Whit

e.

E. Campus Center Operational Committee: *Hildebrand, Geisert, Ferr·
Miller, Yerian.
IS,
F. Committee on Faculty Social Life: *LeMar, Barr, MacPhail, Mekee~
Thornton, Wages, M. Wampler, C. Fairchilds.

Council on Education: *Ulrich, Bess, Geisert, Kirkwood, McFadden, Menge.
bier, Wages, F. Wampler, Witters.

A. Committee on Curricular Development: Members of the Council on
Education (see above), three students from Student Senate.
B. Committee on Teacher Education: *F. Wampler, Bailey, Kirkw
Mapp, A. Myers, Trout, Ulrich.
C. Committee on Admissions and Student Aids: *Ulrich, Albri
Hildebrand, Sappington, White, Fairchilds, A. Wages.
D. Committee on Convocations: *McFadden, Barnett, Dellett, F
Heishman, Keihn, Kent, Thornley, Trout, Ulrich, two students.
E. Committee on the Library: *Kyger, Bender, Bly, Churchman,
A. Myers, M. Myers, Neal, Wages, two students.
F. Committee on English Composition Proficiency: *Kirkwood, Ch
man, Watson.
G. Committee on the University Center in Virginia:
Trout, Wages, Ulrich.

*Geisert,

H. Committee on Health Professions: *J opson, Keihn, Martin, Neher
I.

Committee
Mumper.

on

the

Philomathean:

*Kirkwood, Heisey,

Council on Student Affairs: *Ferris, Yerian, Mason, Metzler, Hilde
Trout, Mekeel, Andes, Thornley, White, four students.
A. Committee on Cultural Activities: *Trout, Baker, Butterbaugh,
brand, MacPhail, McFadden, Metzler, Phiet, Purvis, Sappington,
students.
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Staff and
Assistants

ADMINISTRATIVE AND GENERAL STAFF
MELVIN D. WAMPLER, B.S., M.Ed. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Assistant Business Ma
.
nage,
A MY MM
.
ICHAEL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . A sszstant to the Treas
DAVID G. METZLER, B.A., B.D., S.T.M., Th.D. . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . Cha ~r~
PATRICIA M. CHURCHMAN, B.A. . . . . . . . . Director of Publicity and Publica~·a"'
0111
THEODORE W. FLORY, B.A. ..... . Manager of the C. E. Shull Computing ce'
LEON W. RHODES, B.A. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Manager of the College St0
ALICE H. WAGES, B.A., M.L.S• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Director of Financial Aids -:

Admissions

Coun/~

STEPHEN 0. MASON, B.A. . . . . . . . . . . Assistant Dean for Student Developi:e,.
BRIAN C. HILDEBRAND, B.A., M.A. . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . Dean for Counseling

11114
Director of Campus Progra

LINDA F. GLOVER, B.S. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Associate Director of A dmissio""
MICHAEL D. SCALES, B.A. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Admissions Counsel"'
JEFFREY P. HEPPARD, B.A. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Admissions Counsel:
JEANNIE L. MILLER, B.A. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Admissions Counselor
HOPE JoPSON . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Assistant in Dranro
HARRY W. SHANK . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Assistant Superintendent of Buildings and

Grounds and Mechanical Foremaa
Assistant for National Direct
Student Loan Progralft
NELLIE C. HILDEBRAND, B.A. . . . . . . . . Manager of Development Office Servicq
LUCILLE L. ROBERTSON . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . Postmistrea
VIRGIL NUTTER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Night OfJica
HELEN H. SILLMAN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Switchboard Operator an4
Campus Center Secret11r1
EDWIN E. WILL, B.A., M.A. . . . . . . . . . . . . Staff

SECRETARIES
CAROL Z. MILLER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Secretary of the Preside•
JANET S. STEPP . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Secretary to the Dean
BERTHA D. PHIBBS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Secretary in Business Offict
PATSY K. CAMPBELL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Secretary in R egistrar's Office
BONNIE M. ECKARD . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Secretary in Bowman HaB
SIBYL V. COAKLEY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Secretary in the Development O/ficr
J. HOLLY BRANTLY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Secretary in Development O/ficr
TERESA G. SIMMONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Secretary in Development Offil
JUDITH M. BOYERS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Secretary in Financial Ail
CONNIE J. REEDY ....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Secretary in Admissions Office
ELAINE K. SHANK . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Secretary in Founders HaJ
*LEONA C. MUMPER, B.A. , . . . . . . . . • • . • . . . . . Secretary in Computing Centi
*B ELVA M. HILL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Secretary in Business Offia j
LIBRARY STAFF
VIRGINIA A. SHENK, B.A., M.A. (Library Science) ....... . Assistant Librarial
Bu u DuoNG, B.S., M.A., PH.D. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Assistant Librarill
GLADYS E. ERBAUGH . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Clerk-Libraritm
SHIRLEY D. JOHNSON . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Secretary in Librat1
JUDITH VAN S1cE VIA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . • . Cataloging Cieri

*Part Time.
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I

HEALTH STAFF
J
WAMPLER, M.D. . ........................... College Physician
G¢-Ai,
.
BoWERS, L.P.N.................................. . College Nurse
LJ?IDA S.
RESIDENCE HALL STAFF
MEN'S RESIDENCE HALLS
..,0

STE

Staff and
Assistants
(Cont.)

VE and BROOKE ScHINI . . . . . . . . . . Head Residents of Wright Hall (Middle)
REY and CATHY HODGES . . . . . . . . . . Head Residents of Wright Hall (West)
CLAYTON, JR. • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Head Resident of Wright Hall (East)

Jf.f;

i~u~RT S. and

LINDA

S.

BOWERS . • • . . . . . • • Head

Residents of Heritage Hall
Resident of Wardo Hall

I{. L. FALLS, JR••••••••••••.•.•••••••.••. • Head

WOMEN'S RESIDENCE HALLS
MRS GEORGE LUCAS . . • • • • • . . . • . . . . . . . . Head Resident of Blue Ridge Hall
Mss. AUDREY TRIPP . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . Head Resident of Dillon Hall
M~S. ENA HYLTON •. . . • • • . . . . •. . • • . . . . • . Associate Director of Residences

Session
1976-77
Seniors •.••••.
J .
umors ....•..
Sophomores . . .
Freshmen .... .
Totals ... .
Part-time ..... .

Summary of
Enrollment

ENROLLMENT
Summer School 1977

Men Women Total
77
74
151
79
83
162
216
110
106
125
113
238
376
767
391
5
7
12

Totals ..•. 396

383

779

Men Women Total
Resident
students

29

28

57

Non-resident
students .....

21

22

43

....

50

50

100

Totals
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COLLEGE
CALENDAR
1978-79

An ·integral part of Bridgewater's academic program is the 3-3-1-3 calend
The numbers 3-3-1-3 refer to the number of courses a student studies ~
10-10-3-10 week terms, respectively. For 1978-79, the specific calendar is . ll
on page 129.
IDvea
Many advantages over traditional college calendars are gained through
use of the 3-3-1-3 calendar. Some of these advantages accrue because unu
opportunities are afforded; some of them result from a retention of prosuai
procedures. Among the advantages are the following:
vea
• Students study fewer courses at one time, but study them more intentl
than under the traditional semester or quarter calendars. Classes typica~
meet four sixty-minute periods per week.
• Professors teach fewer courses at one time than under the traditional
semester or quarter calendars.

11

I

• The unit of credit is equivalent to the semester hour. Thus, transfer of
credits is facilitated.
• Three and four unit courses, the same size as under the semester cal.
endar, are retained.
• Included is a three-week Interterm during which students study a sin~c
course or engage in independent study and research. Interterm classes,
with a flexible classroom schedule, are able to engage in extended disc111sions, off-campus excursions, or extensive field work.
• Scheduled at the end of February and the first of March, the Interterm
provides a timely change in the routine between January and June.
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197 8-79
I Pf

June n
June 30

July 6 '"'
August --9-

CALENDAR

SUMMER SESSION

1978

Summer Session Begins
5: 00 p.m., Independence Day Recess Begins
8: 00 a.m., Independence Day Recess Ends
Summer Session Ends
FALL TERM

September 5-6
September 7-8
September 8
September 11-12
September 13
October 13
November 15-17

Meetings of the Faculty
Faculty-Student Planning Conference
Freshman Orientation Begins
Registration
Classes Begin
Mid-Term Grades
Final Examinations
WINTER TERM

November 27
November 28
December 20
January 3
January 12
February 6-8
February 1
February 13- 5

Registration
Classes Begin
5: 00 p.m., Christmas Recess Begins
8: 00 a.m., Christmas Recess Ends
Mid-Term Grades
Eighty-fourth Spiritual Life Institute
Senior Comprehensives
Final Examinations

February 19
March 9
SPRING TERM

March 19
March 20
April 6
April 20
May 5
May~

May 26
May 27
May 27

Registration
Classes Begin
Founders Day
Mid-Term Grades
May Day
Final Examinations
Alumni Day
11 :00 a.m., Baccalaureate Service
3 :00 p.m., Commencement
129
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Index

I

I

ACADEMIC LOAD . . . . . . . . ..... 107
ACCREDITATION .. .. .......... 11
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICERS ..... 11 7
ADMINISTRATION AND
EDUCATIONAL FACILITIES
Alumni Gymnasium ...... 15
Bowman Hall . . . . . . . . . . . . 14
Campus Center . . . . . . . . . . . 15
Cole Hall . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14
Founders Hall ............ 14
J opson Field . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15
Library ............... . . . 14
Memorial Hall ....... . ... 14
Moomaw Hall ........... 16
College Street Church . . . . . 15
Other ................... 16
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS . . . . 37
ADVANCED PLACEMENT AND
CREDIT ...... ... . .. ... ..... 39
ALUMNI AssocIATION . . . . . . . . 3 5
APPLIGATION PROCEDURE . . . . . . 3 8
ART DEPARTMENT .. ... . . .. ... 54
ATHLETICS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25
BIOLOGY DEPARTMENT ........ 56
BUSINESS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 51
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
DEPARTMENT ...... .. ... . .. 62
CALENDAR .... ... ... ... . ...... 129
CAREER PLANNING . . . . . . . . . . . 29
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES ....... 51
CERTIFICATION OF TEACHERS ... 64
CHEMISTRY DEPARTMENT ...... 59
CHURCH AFFILIATION . . . . . . . . . . 9
CLASS ATTENDANCE ... . ....... 105
CLASSIFICATION OF STUDENTS .. 105
COMPREHENSIVE
E XAMINATIONS . .. ... ........ 113
COMPUTING CENTER,
c. E. SHULL . . ..... ... . ..... 17
CONCENTRATION
REQUIREMENTS .. . . . . ....... 112
CONVOCATIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24
CosTs (See Expenses)
COUNCILS AND COMMITTEES ... 124
COUNSELING AND GUIDANCE
29
CULTURAL AND SOCIAL
ACTIVITIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24
CURRICULUM ..... ........... . 108
DEAN'S LIST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 32
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DEGREE REQUIREMENTS
·······l
DENTISTRY ........ . .. ...... .
DEPARTMENTS OF INSTRUCTION.
Art ............. .... .
Biology ... . ...... .. . ....
Chemistry .......... .
Economics and Busines·s· · ·
Education . . . . . . . . . . ··
English ........... .
Foreign Languages .. : . ····
Health and
·····
Physical Education ...
History and
·· ·
Political Science ....... .
Home Economics .. .... .. .
Mathematics ......... .
Music .......... ...... .
Philosophy and Religion .. .
Physics ..... ..... .... .
Psychology . .. ... ........ .
Sociology .... .. . ... .. .... I
DRAMATICS ... ... ........... .
ECONOMICS DEPARTMENT
EDUCATION DEPARTMENT ..... .
ELECTIVES ... . . · · .... . ... . ... II
ENGINEERING . . ............... S
ENGLISH DEPARTMENT
ENROLLMENT SUMMARY ... .. .. I
EXECUTIVE PROGRAM COUNCIL .
EXPENSES . .. . .. ... .......... .
Full-time students ...... ..
Part-time students ....... .
Special Fees ..... .... ..
Deposits ............. .
Variable Expenses . ..... ..
Private Instruction . ...... ·
Refunds ...... .. ....... . .
Methods of Payment ..... .
FACULTY ..... . ............. ..!
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE
Scholarships and Grants . . . 5
Work Opportunities ... ...
Federal Government
Financial Aids ...... ... 4
Student Loan Funds . . .. . ··
FOREIGN LANGUAGES
DEPARTMENT ........ . · ··"
FORENSICS .. .............. ...

1

fRY ... .•.•.•....•...... 51
L EDUCATION
QlJIREMENTS . . . . . . . . . . . . .
lE y ..... .......... .....

109
58
MENT SERVICE . . . . . . . . 52
(?tlG SYSTEM .. . . . . . . . . . . . 106
UATE SCHOOL . . . . . . . . . . . . 51
fl{ AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION

J)£PARTMENT

. . . . . . . .. . . . . .

76

Tff SERVICE . · · · · · · · · · · · · · 29
RY AND POLITICAL SCIENCE

DEPARTMENT . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
RY OF THE COLLEGE . . . . .
E EcoNOMICS . . . . . . . . . . . .

80
9
52

E EcoNoMICS
J)£PARTMENT .. . . .. · ·. . . . . .
OR SOCIETIES AND CLUBS ...

84
32
OR SYSTEM ... · .. · . . . . . . . 21
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Travel
Directions

Bridgewater College is located seven miles southwest of H arrisonbur
the town of Bridgewater in the Shenandoah Valley. It is easily accessible
automobile, bus, and air. Motorists traveling on Interstate 81 may r
Bridgewater by exiting at the Mt. Crawford-Bridgewater Exit (Exit 61 , sixm
south of Harrisonburg) and following State Route 257 which is the north
boundary of the College campus. Piedmont Airlines serve Bridgewa
Travelers to and from Bridgewater emplane and deplane at the Shenand
Valley Airport (listed on timetables as the Staunton terminal) near Weyers Ca
Auto rental and limousine service are available. Greyhound buses serve H
sonburg, and taxis are available in Harrisonburg and Bridgewater. Following
mileages to some cities:
Baltimore, Md ................ .... 180
Charleston, W. Va................ 235
Columbus, Ohio .................. 325
Dover, Del. .. . ..... .. .. ..... ..... 220
Hagerstown, Md. . .... .. . ..... . ... 110
Harrisburg, Pa. . . . .. .. ...... .. .. .. 180
Johnson City, Tenn ..... .......... 278
Lynchburg, Va ........ . . . ... ..... 195
Morgantown, W. Va.............. 150
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New York, N. Y. . . . ... .. .. ... .. .
Norfolk, Va ... . . ........ . . .... .. .1
Philadelphia, Pa.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Raleigh, N. C. .. ......... .... ....
Richmond, Va.
Roanoke, Va.
Washington, D. C.
Winston-Salem, N. C.
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